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a b s t r a c t 
Electrochemistry, although an ancient field of knowledge, has become of paramount importance in the 
synthesis of materials at the nanoscale, with great interest not only for fundamental research but also 
for practical applications. One of the promising fields in which electrochemistry meets nanoscience and 
nanotechnology is micro/nanoscale motors. Micro/nano motors, which are devices able to perform com- 
plex tasks at the nanoscale, are commonly multifunctional nanostructures of different materials - metals, 
polymers, oxides- and shapes -spheres, wires, helices- with the ability to be propelled in fluids. Here, 
we first introduce the topic of micro/nanomotors and make a concise review of the field up to day. We 
have analyzed the field from different points of view (e.g. materials science and nanotechnology, physics, 
chemistry, engineering, biology or environmental science) to have a broader view of how the different 
disciplines have contributed to such exciting and impactful topic. After that, we focus our attention on 
describing what electrochemical technology is and how it can be successfully used to fabricate and char- 
acterize micro/nanostructures composed of different materials and showing complex shapes. Finally, we 
will review the micro and nanomotors fabricated using electrochemical techniques with applications in 
biomedicine and environmental remediation, the two main applications investigated so far in this field. 
Thus, different strategies have thus been shown capable of producing core-shell nanomaterials combining 
the properties of different materials, multisegmented nanostructures made of, for example, alternating 
metal and polymer segments to confer them with flexibility or helicoidal systems to favor propulsion. 
Moreover, further functionalization and interaction with other materials to form hybrid and more com- 
plex objects is also shown. 
© 2021 The Authors. Published by Elsevier Ltd. 

















Can we imagine a world where surgeries or environmental pro- 
ection actions are performed by micro/nanorobots? Probably not 
or most of the society but we as a scientist know that it will be
eal in the coming years. Already in the mid of last century (late ∗ Corresponding authors at: Empa, Swiss Federal Laboratories for Materials Sci- 
nce and Technology, Laboratory for Mechanics of Materials and Nanostructures, 
euerwerkerstrasse 39,CH-3602 Thun, Switzerland. 








352-9407/© 2021 The Authors. Published by Elsevier Ltd. This is an open access article u950s) the inspiring talk “There’s Plenty of Room at the Bottom”
y Richard Feynman or science fiction movies like Fantastic Voy- 
ge already envisioned the era of tiny machines. Nowadays, such 
obots are starting being a reality in our society. Scientist all over 
he world are developing small-scale structures able to swim in 
ifferent and com plex environments and to perform multiple and 
rduous tasks like in the inner body giving rise to the exciting field 
f nano and microrobotics [1–3] . 
However, propelling objects at the micro/nanoscale is not an 
asy task as “the rules of the game” at such scales are different: 
otion at low Reynolds number is dominated by viscous forces 
nd Brownian motion become significant at small length scales nder the CC BY license ( http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/ ) 
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4 , 5] . Thus, designing and fabricating new micro/nanorobots for 
 myriad of applications are among the most exciting challenges 
owadays. To succeed in such challenge, it is necessary to approach 
t by joining effort s from different disciplines and points of view: 
i) materials science & nanotechnology: selection and preparation 
f new materials using different microfabrication techniques [6 , 7] , 
ii) chemistry: chemical synthesis of materials as well as their 
odification and incorporation of new properties through, for ex- 
mple, surface functionalization or coating [8 , 9] , (iii) physics: ex- 
erimental control of the propulsion of the nano- and micromo- 
ors and theoretical study about the mechanism responsible of the 
otion [10 , 11] , (iv) engineering: development of the setup for con- 
rolling and tracking the motion in real applications (e.g. human 
ody) [12 , 13] or (v) biological and environmental science: study- 
ng the viability of such nanostructures for health and environmen- 
al applications [14 , 15] . As stated above, all those disciplines must 
e interrelated to properly design, synthesize, modify, actuate and 
tudy their applicability in real situations to succeed in the near 
uture as depicted in Fig. 1 . 
The goal of this review is two-fold: On one hand, to give an 
ntroductory overview of the microrobots field in terms of mate- 
ials, shapes and common techniques for the fabrication and ac- 
uation of the structures, understanding the different propulsion 
echanisms. And on the other hand, focus our attention on how 
lectrochemistry has been positioned as a powerful tool not only 
or the fabrication of the microrobots but also for their character- 
zation and how these electrodeposited micro/nanostructures are 
eing successfully employed in biomedicine and environmental re- 
ediation. 
.1. Materials, shapes and fabrication techniques 
Up to day, many nano- and microrobots have been devel- 
ped by using single materials (e.g. metals, ceramics, polymers) 
ut most of them have been fabricated by developing either 
omposite materials or combining different materials within the 
ame structure/device. The selection depends, among other things, 
n the mechanism responsible of the propulsion of the mi- 
ro/nanostructures (see Table 1 ). Since the first demonstration of 
icromotors in 2005 [16 , 17] , there have been significant advances 
n terms of fabrication, assembly and combination of materials. The 
dea behind is fabricating microdevices with catalytic, magnetic, 
lectrical, optical or acoustic properties, and their combination, in 
rder to make them move using different mechanisms -chemical 
ropulsion (self-propulsion) or externally induced propulsion- that 
ill be explained below. The first micromotors were based on cat- 
lytic metals like Ni [16] or Pt [17] for self-propulsion. For exam- 
le, the Au-Pt system has been very employed for self-propelling 2 imetallic rods [17 , 18] . This system has taken profit of the catalytic 
roperties of Pt for reduction of H 2 O 2 to O 2 which disrupts the 
ydrogen bonding network of water, lowering the surface tension 
y the creation of a liquid-vapor interface. Because oxygen is only 
reated in one end of the rod, an interfacial tension gradient is cre- 
ted along the rod length, which makes the rod propel. Not only 
he material(s) but also the shape and geometry are of paramount 
mportance. Thus, the Au-Pt systems has been prepared in other 
imple geometries like Au spherical particles half coated with Pt 
Janus particles) [19 , 20] or tubular structures with the Pt inside 
6 , 21 , 22] ( Fig. 2 A). In the same way, other catalytic systems based
nly on metallic elements have been investigated like Ni-Au, Pd- 
u, Pt-Rh, Pt-Cu and Ru-Au [18 , 23] ( Fig. 2 B). However, micromotors 
ontaining a catalytic metal coated onto polymers (e.g. polystyrene, 
olyaniline) [24 , 25] or ceramic materials (e.g. silica) [26 , 27] have 
lso been investigated ( Fig. 2 C). Not only the materials employed 
ut also the shape has a clear impact on the micropropeller per- 
ormance like velocity or mechanism of motion. 
Although the former materials are still being widely used, 
ncreasing effort s have been devoted to employ materials with 
he required properties/functionality to fabricate externally pow- 
red micro/nanomotors (e.g. magnetic, electric, thermal or ul- 
rasound). Magnetically actuated micro/nanoscale structures are 
f particular scientific and technological interest for addressing 
he challenge of propulsion at the submicroscale while obviat- 
ng the fuel requirement of catalytic motors and the need of 
hanging the surrounding environment. Prove of such interest is 
he high number of artificial magnetic microswimmers recently 
ublished in the literature [30 , 44–47] . As in the case of chem- 
cal propulsion, magnetic swimmers have gone from single ma- 
erials (e.g. nickel, cobalt, magnetite (Fe 3 O 4 ),…) to multimaterials 
combining metals, ceramics and polymers) (e.g. Ni/PPy, Ni/Ag/PPy, 
t/Ni/Au/Ni/Au, polystyrene/Fe 3 O 4 microparticles, Ti/Fe/Pt,…) and 
rom simple shapes (e.g. nanoparticles, nanorods, nanotubes, …) to 
ore complex architectures (e.g. helixes, flagella-shape, microsy- 
inges, ciliary-shape, etc…) (see Table 1 and Fig. 3 ) [31 , 48–51] .
ost of the designed micromotors have been inspired from biolog- 
cal systems like bacteria or spermatozoa in order to achieve more 
ophistication onto the motion of artificial micromotors [31 , 50 , 52] . 
ll the former parameters clearly impact on the swimming perfor- 
ance of the micro/nanorobots (e.g. mechanism of motion, veloc- 
ty, direction, …) as it will be explained below. 
Electric field is another source of energy to induce motion of 
icro/nanostructures via different mechanisms like electrophore- 
is, dielectrophoresis, electroosmosis or polarization (bipolar elec- 
rochemistry) [57] . The work of Chang et al. showed the propul- 
ion of miniature semiconductor diodes in water when subjected 
o an external alternating electric field due to the conversion 
f the electrical energy into mechanical energy [58] . This study 
erved as inspiration to fabricate diode nanowires motors (multi- 
egmented nanowires) like PPy-CdS, Au-CdSe-Au, or CdSe-Au-CdSe 
35 , 39] prepared using conducting materials (e.g. Au) and semicon- 
uctors (e.g. CdSe, PPy). Or the work of Zhang et al. that reported 
ot only the propulsion but also the confinement and collection 
f SiO 2 /Ti Janus particles when placed on interdigitated microelec- 
rodes under AC applied electric fields [38] . Thus, electrically con- 
uctive materials are needed to propel microswimmers by bipo- 
ar electrochemistry. Metals or carbon-based materials have been 
tudied [59 , 60] ( Fig. 4 ). 
Ultrasound and light, although less studied, have also been 
sed as the energy source to achieve propulsion at the mi- 
ro/nanoscale. Different acoustic microswimmers have been fabri- 
ated using metallic materials alone or in combination with poly- 
ers. For example, Wang et al synthesized segmented metallic 
ods (e.g. AuRu, AuPt) [40] and Li et al have fabricated a he- 
ical Ni coated Pd structure joined to a Au nanorod [61] while 
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Fig. 2. Examples of self-propelled catalytic micromotors. (A) Reported Au-Pt micromotors as a self-propelled model micromotor prepared with different shapes: nanowires, 
nanoparticles, nanocones and nanotubes. Reproduced with permission from references [6 , 17 , 20 , 21] . Copyright 2013 Royal Society of Chemistry, 2004 American Chemical 
Society, 2014 American Chemical Society and 2010 American Chemical Society, respectively. (B) Examples of other bimetallic microswimmers (Ni-Au, Pt, Rh,…) as catalytic 
micromotors. Reproduced with permission from reference [18] . Copyright 2006 American Chemical Society. (C) Examples of metal-polymer and metal-ceramic materials as 
self-propelled swimmers. Reproduced with permission from references [25 , 26] . Copyright 2011 Americal Chemical Society and 2009 American Institute of Physics, respec- 
tively. 
Fig. 3. Micro-nanomotors prepared using different magnetic materials and with different shapes. (A) Trisegmented CoPt/Cu/Ni nanowires prepared by templated- 
electrodeposition. Reproduced with permission from reference [30] . Copyright 2016 American Chemical Society. (B) Composite multilinked nanowires-based microswimmers. 
The swimmers are composed by an elastic polypyrrole tail and different magnetic Ni segments separated by polymeric flexible hinges. Reproduced with permission from 
reference [53] . Copyright 2015, American Chemical Society. (C) Multilinked micromotor composed of four segments (Au, Ni, Ni, Au) and linked by flexible silver hinges. 
Reproduced with permission from reference [50] . Copyright 2016, Wiley. (D) Helical nanorobots obtained using electrodeposition and dealloying. Reproduced with permis- 
sion from reference [54] . Copyright 2014, Royal Society of Chemistry. (E) Array of helical microswimmers fabricated using direct laser writing from SU-8 photoresist-Fe 3 O 4 
superparamagnetic nanoparticle composites. Reproduced with permission from reference [55] . Copyright 2014, Wiley. (F) Magneto-elastic swimmers fabricated using pho- 
tolithography and electrodeposition. The swimmers are made of soft Co and hard CoNiP ferromagnetic particles elastically linked by PDMS. Reproduced with permission from 
reference [34] . Copyright 2019, American Physical Society. (G) SEM image of microtransporters (microcapsules and microsyringes) fabricated with SU-8 photoresist using 3D 
direct laser writing and subsequent deposition of a Ni/Ti bilayer by selective physical vapor deposition. Reproduced with permission from reference [31] . Copyright 2015, 
Wiley. (H) Magnetic ciliary microrobots fabricated using 3D laser lithography to build the polymeric base structure and subsequent Ni/Ti metal sputtering. Reproduced with 
permission from reference [56] . Copyright 2016, Nature Publishing Group. 
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Table 1 
Overview of the fabrication technique and propulsion mechanism of some reported micro/nanomotors. 
Micromotor material Fabrication technique Propulsion mechanism Reference 
Pt/Polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS) microplates Electron beam evaporation Chemical propulsion [24] 
Pt/Au nanowires Templated-based electrodeposition Chemical propulsion [17] 
Polyaniline/Pt microtubes Templated-based electrodeposition Chemical propulsion [25] 
Ti/Fe(Co)/Au/Pt microjets Electron beam evaporation + rolled-up Chemical propulsion [28] 
Pt/silica microspheres Sputtering + Self-assembly Chemical propulsion [29] 
CoPt/Ni/Cu trisegmented nanowires Templated-based electrodeposition Magnetic propulsion [30] 
Epoxy-based photoresist (SU-8)/Ni/Ti helical microswimmers 3D direct laser writing + physical 
vapor deposition 
Magnetic propulsion [31] 
Microswimmer composed of an helical tail (InGaAs/GaAs/Cr hybrid 
semiconductor-metal trilayer) and a head (Cr/Ni/Au trilayer) 
Physical vapor deposition Magnetic propulsion [32] 
Methacrylamide chitosan-Fe 3 O 4 double helical Microswimmer Two-photon direct laser writing Magnetic propulsion [33] 
Polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS)/Co/CoPt Photolithography + electrodeposition Magnetic propulsion [34] 
CdS-Ppy Templated-based electrodeposition Electric propulsion [35] 
Pt/Polystyrene microparticles Electron beam evaporation Electric propulsion [36] 
Au/TiO 2 microspheres Solvent extraction/evaporation 
method + sputtering 
Electric propulsion [37] 
SiO 2 /Ti Electron beam evaporation Electric propulsion [38] 
Au/WO 3 /C microspheres Hydrothermal synthesis + sputtering Light propulsion [39] 
Au/Ru bimetallic nanorods Templated-based electrodeposition Acoustic propulsion [40] 
Microswimmer composed of a rod-like flagellum made of polypyrrole and a 
head made of Ni/Au composite 
Templated-based electrodeposition Acoustic propulsion [41] 
Ppy/Ni/PDA/Escherichia Coli Templated-based 
electrodeposition + PDA 
assembly + incubation 
Biological propulsion [42] 
PS/Fe/Escherichia Coli Electron beam 
evaporation + incubation 
Biological propulsion [43] 
Fig. 4. Examples of micro/nanomotors propelled using different stimuli. (A) electric fields: (I) SEM image of Cd-PPy and CdSe-Au-CdSe multisegmented nanowires used as 
diodes for electrical propulsion and scheme showing the relationship between diode and the different materials. Reproduced with permission from reference [35] . Copyright 
2010, Royal Society of Chemistry, (II) Scheme of water splitting by bipolar electrochemistry and motion of a micron-size glassy carbon sphere under an electric field. 
Reproduced with permission from reference [60] . Copyright 2011, Nature Publishing Group, (III) Scheme of a Janus particle motion induced by charge electrophoresis when 
an AC electric field is applied. Reproduced with permission from reference [36] . Copyright 2017, Wiley. (B) Ultrasounds: (I) SEM images of bimetallic nanowires after their 
release of the membrane used as a template during electrodeposition. Reproduced with permission from reference [40] . Copyright 2016, American Chemical Society, (II) 
Nanoswimmer made of a flexible PPy tail and a Ni/Au head. Applying acoustic waves generates acoustic microstreaming in water to get propulsion. Reproduced with 
permission from reference [41] . Copyright 2016, American Chemical Society, (III) SEM image and scheme of a magneto-acoustic micromotor formed by a Ni coated Pd helical 
structure and a solid Au segment. Reproduced with permission from reference [61] . Copyright 2015, American Chemical Society. (C) Light: (I). SEM images of Au-WO 3 @C 
Janus microspheres. These particles move under UV-irradiation through a diffusiophoretic mechanism. Reproduced with permission from reference [63] . Copyright 2017, 
American Chemical Society. (II) Scheme, SEM and EDX images of Au-TiO 2 Janus microparticles propelled via electrophoretic mechanism due to the catalytic decomposition 
of H 2 O under UV light. Reproduced with permission from reference [37] . Copyright 2015, American Chemical Society. (III) SEM images of PS/Ag/AgCl Janus microparticles 
and scheme showing the mechanism of propulsion via visible light absorption of the Janus micromotors based on the surface plasmon resonance effect. Reproduced with 













hmed et al synthesized a two-part microswimmer composed of 
 PPy flexible tail and a Au/Ni metallic head [41] . A full control
f the former microrobots -levitation, propulsion, alignment, rota- 
ion and self-assembly into complex architectures- was achieved 
y modifying the acoustic wave frequency. Another strategy was 
he evaporation of a biocompatible perfluorocarbon emulsion pre- 4 iously coated onto the microbot using ultrasounds. The release of 
he bubbles led to high-velocity microswimmers [62] . On the other 
and, light is also another useful source of energy to propel micro- 
otors as it shows some advantages like a control of the motion by 
uning the intensity and the wavelength of the light or the wireless 
ransmission of energy. The only requirement is that the medium 
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Fig. 5. Examples of hybrid micro- and nanomotors powered using at least two different power sources (Top panel). (A) Scheme and SEM image of a magnetic-catalytic 
micromotors composed of a Pt-Au segment and a Ni segment separated by a flexible Ag hinge. Reproduced with permission from reference [76] . Copyright 2011, Wiley. (B) 
Scheme of catalytic-acoustic bimetallic micromotors and their direction of their motion depending on the balance between the chemical catalysis and the acoustic forces in 
each micromotor. Reproduced with permission from refence [70] . Copyright 2017, American Chemical Society. (C) TiO 2 /Au/Pt Janus microparticles capable of both catalytic 
powered motion (catalytic decomposition of H 2 O 2 ) and light-driven propulsion (photoelectrochemical reaction onto TiO 2 semiconductor). The competing chemical reactions 
results in a tunable motion depending on the fuel concentration and light intensity. Reproduced with permission from refence [68] . Copyright 2018, Wiley. Examples of 
biohybrid micro- and nanomotors (Bottom panel). (D) Scheme and SEM image of functionalized carbon nanotubes with glucose oxidase (GOx) and catalase enabling the 
tandem catalytic conversion of glucose into motion. Reproduced with permission from refence [75] . Copyright 2008, Royal Society of Chemistry. (E) SEM images showing 
polystyrene-metal (Pt, Au, Fe, Ti) Janus particles and E. coli bacteria attached to them. Reproduced with permission from refence [43] . Copyright 2015, Wiley. (F) Biohybrid 
micromotors containing PPy-PDA or PPy-Ni-PDA and incubated with E. Coli to create bacteria-driven swimmers. Sequence of images showing the motion of the micromotor 































































ust be transparent to the light wavelength employed. Different 
ight-driven motors have been prepared by partially coating either 
eramic or polymeric particles (SiO 2 , TiO 2 , WO 3 , polystyrene) with 
old [37 , 63–66] . Different mechanism can explain their propulsion 
hen illuminated with NIR or UV light like thermophoresis or pho- 
ocatalysis but they will be explained below. Other materials have 
een studied (BiOI, Cu 2 O, Fe 2 O 3 , black TiO 2 ) in order to use a non-
armful and more abundant radiation like visible light [67] ( Fig. 4 ). 
Finally, previous materials have been combined to fabricate 
ybrid micro- and nanomotors with the possibility to be pow- 
red by multiple sources aiming to expand the applications win- 
ow and have a broader scope of operation (e.g. higher con- 
rol of motion, better position precision and adaptability to the 
hanging surroundings, etc). To date, several hybrid swimmers 
ave been successfully developed including two-power sources 
ike chemical/light [68] , magnetic/acoustic [61] , chemical/magnetic 
69] , chemical/acoustic [70] or light/acoustic [71] . For example, Gao 
t al. developed the first hybrid chemical-magnetic nanomotor, a 
ultisegmented nanowire, composed of catalytic (Pt-Au) and mag- 
etic regions (Ni) joined by thinner Ag segment to confer flexi- 
ility [69] . Or Villa et al. fabricated hybrid microrobots by decorat- 
ng BiVO 4 star-shape structures with Fe 3 O 4 magnetic nanoparticles. 
hile Fe 3 O 4 NPs enables magnetic actuation, the photoactivity of 
iVO 4 under visible light enhances the swimming performance; 
hus, obtaining a magnetic/light propelled motor [15] . Moreover, 
ther groups are focusing on incorporating more than two propul- 
ion methods like the work of Yuan et al. where they develop 
anus micromotors incorporating quantum dots, Fe 3 O 4 nanoparti- 
les and Pt or MnO 2 to respond to light, magnetic field and chem- 
cal fuel stimuli respectively [72] ( Fig. 5 ). And other groups are 
reparing such hybrid nano/micromotors by combining synthetic 
aterials with biological components (e.g. cells, enzymes), where 5 he biological entities are essential for the propulsion of the entire 
iorobot. The use of the biological components has several advan- 
ages: (i) a more efficient conversion of chemical into mechanical 
nergy, (ii) a higher sensitivity to the surrounding environment, 
iii) biocompatibility and (iv) broader applicability. For example, 
. coli bacteria have been combined with synthetic materials like 
Py microtubes functionalized with polydopamine and coated with 
i [42] or Janus Fe/polystyrene (PS) microparticles [43] . In these 
iomotors, bacteria confer motion and the magnetic field confers 
irectionality. Enzymes, unlike cells, do not propel the devices but 
hey participate in chemical reactions that do induce their move- 
ent. Thus, Sanchez et al. developed a tubular micromotor with 
n inner gold layer coated with a self-assembled monolayer (SAM) 
here the catalase enzyme was bound. The enzyme catalyzed the 
 2 O 2 decomposition generating oxygen bubbles that induced mo- 
ion. They reported that speed of the enzyme-based micromotor 
as 10 times higher than the same micromotor using Pt as a cat- 
lytic system [73] . Several other studies have used different en- 
ymes like glucose oxidase (GOx) or bilirubin oxidase (BOX) [74 , 75] 
 Fig. 5 ). 
This field has rapidly evolved and one of the main reasons is 
he advanced in nanoscience and nanotechnology and specially 
n the micro and nanofabrication techniques. Thus, researchers 
ave been able to fabricate miniaturized mobile structures of 
ifferent materials, multiple shapes and sizes ranging from tens 
f nanometers to several hundreds of micrometers as previously 
hown. Up to day, different physical, chemical and electrochem- 
cal techniques have been employed for the fabrication of the 
icro/nanodevices (see Table 1 ). The election of the technique 
epends on the characteristics we want to confer to the de- 
igned micromotor including types of materials and composition, 
heir distribution, shape and properties. Several techniques have 































































































































een used like physical vapor deposition (PVD) [32] , two-photon 
olymerization (2PP) [33 , 55] , rolling up technology [28] , glancing 
ngle deposition (GLAD) [77 , 78] , self-assembly [29 , 79] , pho- 
olithography [80] or layer by layer (LbL) deposition [81 , 82] . Pre- 
ious physical deposition techniques like conventional PVD, GLAD 
r 2PP have been successfully employed for the fabrication of mi- 
ro/nanomotor with complex shapes and high precision. PVD tech- 
ique consists on the vaporization of the target material, trans- 
orted and subsequently deposited onto the substrate surface to 
et thin films. The vaporization step can be done by different 
ethodologies like bombardment with ionized inert gases (e.g. ar- 
on) as in sputtering or with an electron beam in electron beam 
vaporation. The usefulness of this technique is that it can be 
sed to coat nano/microstructures with varied materials in order 
o confer those nano/microstructures with properties like catalytic, 
agnetic or optic properties, among others. GLAD is a physical 
echnique that was developed to deposit the vapor onto the sub- 
trate at grazing incidence. Changing the angle between the sub- 
trate and the vapor flux allows obtaining complex 3D structures 
f different materials. For example, Wu et al. fabricated helical mi- 
rostructures by GLAD method using silica as the body and further 
oated with nickel to confer them with magnetic properties [83] . 
oreover, PVD techniques are widely used to confer asymmetry to 
he motors as the material can be selectively deposited on only one 
ide of the microstructures. Zhao and co-workers showed how to 
electively deposit different metallic layers (Ti, Au, Ni) onto silica 
icrobeads [84] . However, PVD methods have some disadvantages 
ike the need of high vacuum and high temperature conditions, 
low deposition rates or the need to place an array of ordered 
eeds on the substrate to fabricate the micromotors making these 
echniques expensive and time consuming. While those techniques 
ave been mainly used for metallic coating, 2PP method, a di- 
ect laser technique, is used to prepare complex 3D polymeric mi- 
ro/nanostructures (e.g. helices) with high resolution. In this tech- 
ique, the laser impacts a certain region of a photosensitive re- 
ist that undergoes polymerization by activating photo-initiators in 
he resist. The non-polymerized resist can be washed out to get 
he 3D micro/nanostructures. Huang and coworkers developed mi- 
rocapsules and microsyringes fabricated with SU-8 photoresist us- 
ng photon polymerization and subsequently covered with Ni/Ti bi- 
ayer to confer with magnetic properties [31] . Or more recently, 
abanach et al. have successfully fabricated hydrogel-based heli- 
al microrobots using zwitterionic non-immunogenic photoresists 
o avoid their detection and phagocytosis by macrophages [85] . 
he main 2PP drawbacks are complex equipment, large waste of 
aterial or its limitation to get mainly polymeric structures. On 
he other hand, assembly methods like LbL are a versatile strat- 
gy to obtain micro/nanomotors through the spontaneous reorga- 
ization process of different layers with opposite charge. The re- 
ersibility of the process and the noncovalent interaction make 
his methodology very attractive to assemble and disassemble the 
uilding blocks of the micromotors that can be as varied as small 
rganic molecules, inorganic compounds, macromolecules or col- 
oids. For example, magnesium microparticles coated with subse- 
uent Au, alginate and parylene layers were synthesized following 
his LbL methodology to be photoacoustically propelled towards 
arget regions in intestines [82] . The need of rinse steps between 
ubsequent layer deposition to remove weakly adsorbed polyelec- 
rolytes and avoid cross-contamination make this technique time 
onsuming. Electrodeposition has been, by far, the technique most 
ften employed [61 , 86 , 87] . As explained in greater detail below,
lectrodeposition offers numerous advantages compared to earlier 
echniques. These advantages include (i) a wide variety of materi- 
ls (metals, polymers, ceramics) in different sizes (from nanome- 
ers to micrometers) and shapes (films, wires, helices, etc.) that 
an be electrodeposited; (ii) good resolution; (iii) simple set-up; 6 iv) easier operating conditions (i.e., room temperature and atmo- 
pheric pressure without requiring a vacuum system); (v) lower 
ost (simplicity of set-up and normal laboratory conditions com- 
ared to previous techniques significantly reduce costs and en- 
rgy consumption); (vi) mass production; and (vii) scalability. This 
echnique fulfills desired factors including low cost, scalability, and 
anufacturability and, thereby, has the potential to reduce the 
osts of producing micro/nanomotors in the near future. For a 
ore complete overview of the fabrication techniques employed 
n micromotor fabrication, the authors recommend two references 
88 , 89] . 
.2. Functionalization and modification of robot properties 
Chemistry is another discipline widely involved in the mi- 
romotors field. Incorporation of new functionalities to the mi- 
ro/nanodevices is of key importance as new properties can be 
onferred and therefore the ban of applications is significantly en- 
arged. One strategy is the functionalization of the devices with 
bio)molecules (e.g. drugs, DNA, peptides and proteins, etc.) as it 
an be useful for many purposes like transport and delivery of 
rugs, conferring biocompatibility, sensing ability, recognition of 
ertain cells or antibodies, improving photodynamic therapy or en- 
ancing photocatalytic degradation of pollutants [90–95] . A second 
trategy is coating some parts of the swimmers with non-cytotoxic 
aterials. For example, nickel is a ferromagnetic metal widely em- 
loyed in the fabrication of magnetic nanomotors. However, its cy- 
otoxic effect hinders its use in biomedical applications. For this 
eason, different strategies have been followed to cover it like su- 
erficial oxidation to give biocompatible NiO or coating nickel with 
oble metals like gold or platinum [96 , 97] ( Fig. 6 ). Finally, the in-
egration of stimuli-responsive materials is a very interesting ap- 
roach to get intelligent micro/nanodevices able to react to either 
hanges in the surrounding environment (e.g. pH, temperature) or 
xternal power sources. For example, Chen et al. fabricated core- 
hell Fe-SiO 2 nanocapsules loaded with an anticancer drug and a 
RI contrast agent and covered with multiple polyelectrolyte lay- 
rs of poly-L-lysine and sodium alginate to control the drug re- 
ease as a function of pH [98] . The polyelectrolyte layer allowed 
he release of the drug at pH = 5 in contrast with pH = 7.4. At the
lightly basic pH, the carboxyl groups of alginate and the amine 
roups of poly-L-lysine are ionized meaning an electrostatic attrac- 
ion between both polymers thus preventing the drug release. On 
he other hand, Buzuyuk et al. recently reported a magnetically 
owered helical microrobot able to deliver a drug by light stim- 
lation. The robot was fabricated using methacrylamide chitosan 
lended with superparamagnetic iron oxide nanoparticles as the 
hotosensitive and magnetic materials respectively. While locomo- 
ion was achieved applying magnetic field, light was used to re- 
ease the previously encapsulated drug into the polymer [33] . 
.3. Small-scale propulsion 
One of the most exciting aspects of small-scale robotics is look- 
ng for new locomotion mechanisms and incorporating strategies 
or a better control of the micro/nanorobots motion (e.g. speed, di- 
ection, velocity). Basically, micro/nanomotors converts energy into 
ovement and force. However, propelling objects with sizes of the 
rder of micrometers or lower in liquid is not an easy task as 
otion at low Reynolds number is dominated by Brownian col- 
isions, viscous forces -over inertial ones- and some other sur- 
ace phenomena. Overall make such devices as if they were in a 
ighly “viscous” medium making motion very difficult. The Pur- 
ell’s scallop theorem states that no net translation is possible at 
uch length scales when reciprocal motion exists, that is, when the 
wimming motion is symmetric with respect time reversal, like 
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Fig. 6. Functionalization strategies employed to modify the surface of micro/nanomotors. (A) Scheme showing the functionalization of nanorods with porphyrins and Zn- 
containing porphyrins for photodynamic therapy. And fluorescence microscope images showing functionalized and non-functionalized nanomotors. Reproduced with permis- 
sion from refence [92] . Copyright 2017, Royal Society of Chemistry. (B) Oxidation treatment of Ni segments in multisegmented Ni-Au nanorods to confer biocompatibility 
through the formation of nickel oxide surface layers. Reproduced with permission from refence [97] . Copyright 2018, Wiley. (C) Magnetic nanocapsules consisting of an 
hematite core and a mesoporous silica shell containing doxorubicin as a model drug. The capsules were functionalized with multiple polyelectrolyte layers of poly-L-lysine 





















































































he valves opening and closing mechanism of the scallop when 
wimming at low Reynolds numbers. Therefore, to overcome such 
imitations microswimmers must nonreciprocally deform with 
ime to get a net displacement of the micro/nanoobjects [99] . 
p to day, various propulsion strategies have been developed to 
vercome the constrains of Purcell’s theorem and therefore to 
ower micro/nanoswimmers. These strategies can be classified as: 
i) chemical propulsion (or self-propulsion), (ii) external propul- 
ion, and (iii) a hybrid strategy that involves both [100] ( Fig. 7 ).
articular attention has been given to self-powered micromotors 
ased on the asymmetric catalytic decomposition of fuel molecules 
ontaining solution onto the micro/nanoobjects surface. Janus mi- 
rostructures facilitate the local or asymmetric decomposition of 
he fuel generating either surface tension, concentration or field 
radients that, in turn, create imbalance of forces and there- 
ore flow. Thus, chemical energy is converted into kinetic en- 
rgy. For example, bisegmented Au-Pt nanowires are self-propelled 
y the electrocatalytic decomposition of H 2 O 2 fuel thanks to 
he self-electrophoretic mechanism. While the reduction of H 2 O 2 
akes place in the gold segment (2H 2 O 2 + 2H + + 2e − → 2H 2 O),
he oxidation of the fuel O 2 happens in the platinum segment 
2H 2 O 2 → O 2 + 2H + + 2e −). The asymmetric bubble generation and 
he proton concentration gradient along the wire causes motion 
17 , 18] . The micromotor speed is dependent on the fuel decom- 
osition rate which is dependent on the concentration solution 
higher concentration higher velocity) but also on the micromotor 
omposition. Thus, micromotor speed was dramatically increased 
hen the Au segment was substituted by the Au-Ag alloy [101] or 
he Pt segment was replaced by carbon nanotube (CNT)-doped Pt 
102] . Such improvement is attributed to the higher catalytic effi- 
iency of the Au-Ag or CNT-doped Pt materials towards H 2 O 2 re- 
uction and oxidation respectively. 
However, this strategy usually requires fuels such as hydrogen 
eroxide (H 2 O 2 ), hydrazine (N 2 H 4 ), bromine (Br 2 ) or iodine (I 2 ),
hich are highly cytotoxic avoiding their use for biological applica- 
ions. However, some alternative fuels have been recently reported 
ike calcium carbonate and tranexamic acid (microparticles made 
f calcium carbonate and tranexamic acid can swim through blood 
y carbon dioxide bubble propulsion) or glucose [103 , 104] . Al- 
hough self-propulsion is very attractive, this strategy shows some 
rawbacks like (i) lack of directionality, (ii) toxic chemicals and (iii) 
ontinuous external fuel supply that hinder the use of these self- 
uelled micro/nanomachines for biomedical applications. For more 7 etails on the mechanism of self-powered microrobots, see the fol- 
owing references [105 , 106] . 
To avoid the previous limitations, externally powered mi- 
ro/nanomotors have been developed. Thus, external propulsion in- 
ludes the use of energy mainly coming from magnetic and elec- 
ric fields, light and acoustic fields. Magnetic fields are of partic- 
lar interest as they have been very extensively studied because 
ts advantages: (i) non-invasive, (ii) no harmful to living organism, 
iii) non-absorbed in fluids so can penetrate living organisms in- 
luding the human body and (iv) remote control of microrobots 
107] . However, overcoming the lack of inertia at low Reynolds 
umber is essential to get motion of the micro/nanostructures. Dif- 
erent strategies have been designed requiring nonreciprocal mo- 
ion, that is a mechanism that breaks the symmetry of the micro- 
obots motion. One strategy is to apply inhomogeneous or time- 
arying magnetic fields (e.g. rotating, oscillating, …) and a sec- 
nd strategy is to design microstructures that change shapes by 
ollowing an asymmetric time sequence. Regarding the first strat- 
gy, helical microrobots have been deeply investigated by many re- 
earch groups. Thus, the group of B. Nelson at ETH Zurich was the 
rst to demonstrate the swimming of helical robots under rotating 
agnetic fields. These robots, inspired by the motion of bacteria 
hrough the rotation of their flagella, consisted of a Cr/Ni/Au mag- 
etic head and a helical tail composed of a InGaAs/GaAs bilayer. 
ith this architecture, the direction of the micromotor was con- 
rolled with the direction of the applied rotating field [32] . Since 
hen, many research groups have developed similar structures like 
he group of J. Wang who fabricated Pd-Ni helical nanorobots by 
 three-step process: template-assisted electrodeposition of Pd-Cu, 
tching of Cu and creating a thin Ni film by evaporation [108] or 
im’s group who fabricated Co and CoFe nanosprings by electrode- 
osition [109] . All those micromotors were able to move in wa- 
er under rotating magnetic fields. On the other hand, more com- 
lex microdevices -micropumps, microsyringes- have been pre- 
ared but with the same mode of operation: applying rotating 
agnetic fields to propel them [31] . Regarding the second strategy, 
exible microstructures have been fabricated that change shapes 
n an asymmetric time sequence. For example, Li et al. fabricated 
 multilink two-arm nanomotor with a central gold segment and 
wo nickel arms connected to it by flexible silver hinges. The Ni- 
g- Au structures were actuated by applying a planar oscillating 
agnetic field. In response to this field, the two Ni arms move co- 
peratively to push the central Au segment forward [110] . A second 
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Fig. 7. Propulsion mechanisms of micro/nanomotors. Chemical propulsion: The asymmetric chemical reaction in Au-Pt bisegmented micromotors induces their propulsion. 
Reproduced with permission from reference [6] . Copyright 2013 Royal Society of Chemistry. Physical propulsion methods include: (i) Magnetic fields: (Left) Helical mi- 
croswimmer consisting on a helical tail resembling a bacterial flagellum and a soft-magnetic head on one end. Reproduced with permission from reference [32] . Copyright 
2009, American Institute of Physics. (Center) Microswimmer formed by the magnetic self-assembly between a Ni nanorod and a superparamagnetic polystyrene-Fe 3 O 4 sphere. 
Reproduced with permission from reference [79] . Copyright 2018, Nature Publishing Group. (Right) Composite multilinked nanowires-based microswimmer composed by an 
elastic polypyrrole tail and different magnetic Ni segments separated by polymeric flexible hinges. Reproduced with permission from reference [53] . Copyright 2015, Ameri- 
can Chemical Society. (ii) Electric fields: (Left) The applied electric field causes water splitting by bipolar electrochemistry and motion of a micron-size glassy carbon sphere. 
Reproduced with permission from reference [60] . Copyright 2011, Nature Publishing Group, (Right) Motion of a Janus particle induced by charge electrophoresis when an AC 
electric field is applied. Reproduced with permission from reference [36] . Copyright 2017, Wiley. (iii) Ultrasounds: (Left) Acoustic waves generate acoustic microstreaming in 
water to get propulsion of nanoswimmers made of a flexible PPy tail and a Ni/Au head. Reproduced with permission from reference [41] . Copyright 2016, American Chemical 
Society. (Center) SEM image of a micromotor formed by a Ni coated Pd helical structure and a solid Au segment propelled by acoustic waves. Reproduced with permission 
from reference [61] . Copyright 2015, American Chemical Society. (Right) Acoustic waves provoke the vaporization into droplets of perfluorocarbon molecules adsorbed into 
the inner layer of microtubular swimmers inducing their propulsion. Reproduced with permission from reference [62] . Copyright 2012, Wiley. (iv) Light: (Left) Au-WO3@C 
sphere Janus micromotors propelled using UV light. Reproduced with permission from reference [63] . Copyright 2017, American Chemical Society. (Right) Thermoresponsive 
PNIPAM brush functionalized Au-Pt Janus micromotor capable of changing the direction of motion with the change of temperature. Reproduced with permission from ref- 
erence [118] . Copyright 2019, Wiley. (Bio)hybrid propulsion: (i) Biomotors: (Left) SEM images showing polystyrene-metal (Pt, Au, Fe, Ti) Janus particles and E. coli bacteria 
attached to them. Reproduced with permission from refence [43] . Copyright 2015, Wiley. (Right) Self-propelled mesoporous SiO 2 Janus nanomotors powered by the biocat- 
alytic reaction of the glucose oxidase enzyme. Reproduced with permission from refence [104] . Copyright 2015, American Chemical Society. (ii) Hybrid propulsion: TiO 2 /Au/Pt 
Janus microparticles capable of both light-driven propulsion (photoelectrochemical reaction onto TiO 2 semiconductor) and catalytic powered motion (catalytic decomposition 
of H 2 O 2 ). Reproduced with permission from refence [68] . Copyright 2018, Wiley. Magnetic-chemical powered micromotors composed of a Pt-Au segment and a Ni segment 
separated by a flexible Ag hinge. Reproduced with permission from reference [76] . Copyright 2011, Wiley. Ultrasound-Magnetic propelled micromotor formed by a Ni coated 











































xample is reported by Jang et al. on the undulatory locomo- 
ion of multilink microswimmers. They are composed of an elastic 
olypyrrole tail and two rigid magnetic Ni segments separated by 
exible polymeric links. The microswimmer was actuated with an 
scillatory magnetic field that caused net motion due to the bend- 
ng of the PPy tail during each stroke breaking the symmetry of 
he motion with time. A high degree of deformation during mo- 
ion is observed as a consequence of a time-dependent difference 
n the orientation of the two Ni regions [53] . The group of F. Ogrin
eported the fabrication of a microswimmer made of a magneti- 
ally hard Co-Ni-P ellipsoidal particle and a soft Co spherical parti- 
le elastically linked by an elastomer. The microswimmers are also 
ropelled by an oscillating magnetic field. The dipolar interaction 
etween the soft and hard ferromagnets, the elastic deformation 
nd the hydrodynamic interaction can explain the motion of the 
icromotor [34] . 
More recently, micromotors fabricated by self-assembling differ- 
nt pieces/structures is having more interest in order to have more 
exibility, and definitely, more degrees of freedom. Thus, Garcia- 
orres et al. developed a two-particle microrobot composed of a 
aramagnetic sphere and a ferromagnetic nanorod, that can be 
asily controlled by an oscillating magnetic field. Thus, the exter- 8 al field induces repulsion and attraction forces between both ele- 
ents leading to a net translation motion. Moreover, depending on 
he frequency and intensity of the applied magnetic field the mi- 
romotor can change direction as a result of two interchangeable 
echanisms that arise upon balancing magnetic interactions, grav- 
ty and hydrodynamics [79] . A different propulsion mechanism can 
e achieved when a static magnetic field is superimposed to the 
revious oscillating field. The resulting swinging magnetic field al- 
ows motion of the microswimmer as a result of a periodic relative 
ovement of the two elements: the nanorod rotates and translates 
n the microsphere surface. As these two movements are uncou- 
led, the micropropeller has two degrees of freedom allowing net 
otion [111 , 112] . 
Electrical fields are another power source that is attracting in- 
erest in the micromotors community to propel them. DC and AC 
lectric fields as well as homogenous and heterogeneous fields 
an be used to move objects at the sub-microscale under differ- 
nt phenomena: electrophoresis, dielectrophoresis, electroosmosis 
r polarization effect (bipolar electrochemistry). Although propul- 
ion of objects was demonstrated by Velev’s group in millimeter- 
ize diodes [58] , soon after different research groups success- 
ully miniaturized such diodes to the micro- and nanoscale. For 































































































































xample, PPy-Cd diode nanowires were fabricated by template- 
lectrodeposition and actuated under a uniform AC electric field. 
hose nanowires moved parallel to the field axis as a consequence 
f a local electroosmotic flow generated. The rectification of the 
pplied AC field induces a DC voltage between the diode elec- 
rodes. Since only half of the AC electric field cycle results in 
lectrical current in one direction through the diode, the induced 
harges on the diode also move in that direction, generating the 
lectroosmotic flow and the net motion [35] . Another strategy is 
he so-called bipolar electrochemistry that is based on the po- 
arization of conducting materials under a strong applied electric 
eld. Thus, cathodic and anodic areas are generated at the oppo- 
ite ends of the microstructure triggering oxidation and reduction 
eactions in the corresponding areas. These spatially separated re- 
ctions imply the asymmetric generation of gas bubbles like H 2 
rom the reduction of water allowing micromotor’s motion [60] . 
he motion can even be improved by adding a sacrificial material 
r compound (e.g. hydroquinone) which is easily oxidized as it has 
 lower standard potential than H 2 O/O 2 and therefore suppresses 
 2 formation [113] . 
Ultrasound is another biocompatible power source with po- 
ential applicability in the biomedical field because such high- 
requency sound waves ( > 20 kHz) have no deleterious effects 
n biological systems [114] . Several ultrasound-powered micromo- 
ors have been reported up to day. For example, Wang et al. re- 
orted that metallic nanorods (either single metallic (Au, Ru, Pt) 
r bimetallic (AuRu, AuPt NRs) can levitate, rotate, propel and as- 
emble into standing waves at different frequencies. Thus, the mi- 
romotors were unidirectionally propelled (with the long rod axis 
arallel to the direction of motion) at speeds around 200 μm 
 
−1 at the resonant frequency. The proposed mechanism is based 
n a locally induced pressure gradient, attributed to the shape 
symmetry of the nanorod, that leads to a net translational mo- 
ion by a self-acoustophoresis mechanism [40] . The same research 
roup also demonstrated that Au-Ru-Ni nanorods can be assem- 
led into more complex geometrically regular dimers, trimers and 
igher multimers at a frequency of 4 MHz. The assemblies can 
lso be propelled by ultrasound but each assembly exhibiting a 
ifferent mode of motion. As the propulsion is in a fluid, drag 
orces tended to break the symmetry of the structures which was 
avored by the non-linked nanorods (they are magnetically self- 
ssembled) allowing deformation [115] . Later, they also showed 
he effect of acoustic actuation onto star-shape gold particles dy- 
amics. Although they mainly achieved rotation of these parti- 
les, translational motion was also observed under certain cir- 
umstances. They attributed it to the spatial heterogeneity of the 
coustic field. However, the mechanism is still unclear [116] . On 
he other hand, Ahmed et al. developed micromotors, composed of 
 long polypyrrole segment (e.g. flagellum) and a Ni/Au head, that 
here propelled using acoustic waves. The difference with the pre- 
ious works is that the micropropeller was actuated by travelling 
coustic waves instead of standing waves, which they claim is a 
etter strategy since there is no effect of the chamber in the for- 
er. They attributed the motion to the force generated as a conse- 
uence of a linear and nonlinear interaction of the swimmer with 
he acoustic waves [41] . Another ultrasound-based strategy con- 
ists on the droplet vaporization of biocompatible perfluorocarbon 
hemicals bounded to the inner layer of a microtubular swimmer. 
he generation of bubbles leads to a high-velocity micromotor (6 
 s −1 ) with a very efficient motion. Although the mechanism is 
ot yet understood, the authors hypothesize that the bubbles os- 
illation and the microstreaming around them generate the propul- 
ion force [62] . 
Light is also under investigation as a power source for mi- 
ro/nanomotors propulsion because it possesses several advantages 
ike wireless transmission of the energy or fine control of the 9 eam size (it can be reduced to the sub-micrometer range) allow- 
ng selective manipulation of micromotors and also good tempo- 
al and spatial resolution. Light allows the propulsion of micro- 
obots by inducing either changes in temperature (thermophore- 
is) or chemical reactions (photocatalysis) on certain areas of the 
wimmers [65 , 66] . It has been reported that Janus microstruc- 
ures like Au-SiO 2 particles can induce a temperature gradient 
round their surfaces when illuminated with NIR or UV light as 
 consequence of the different absorption energies between Au 
nd the metal oxide [117] . The observed asymmetric tempera- 
ure distribution, which is based on the surface plasmon reso- 
ance effect of gold (negligible in metal oxides), leads to the 
hermophoretic propulsion of the particles. This mechanism al- 
ows stopping and reinitiating the propulsion by applying an On- 
ff signal. Coating Janus particles with thermoresponsive poly- 
ers (e.g. poly(N-isopropylacrylamide (PNIPAM)) also allows con- 
rolling direction of motion of the micromotors [118] . In the same 
ay, a catalytic reaction can be selectively induced in given ar- 
as of the microswimmer (only in the photocatalytic material) 
enerating byproducts like gas bubbles, allowing their propul- 
ion. Photocatalytic-propelled robots show the same propulsion 
echanisms as those previously explained for self-propelled mi- 
romotors like self-electrophoresis, self-diffusiophoresis or bub- 
le propulsion. For example, TiO 2 nanoparticles half-coated with 
u showed photocatalytic motion. Under UV illumination, water 
xidation took place selectively onto the photocatalytic TiO 2 al- 
owing bubble propulsion. Other photocatalytically propelled mo- 
ors are Au/WO 3 on carbon microspheres or Au/TiO 2 particles 
37 , 63] . 
Finally, (bio)hybrid micromotors have also been successfully ex- 
lored by combining different strategies of propulsion into the 
ame microswimmer or combining them with biological systems. 
n the case of the biomotors, the biological system contributes with 
ither motion (e.g. bacteria) or with a chemical reaction (e.g. en- 
ymes). Except for the case of motors propelled by the organism, 
he other mechanisms are those previously explained. For detailed 
nformation on the different propulsion mechanisms, the authors 
efer the reader to recent published reviews [36 , 119–123] . 
.4. Actuation and tracking of micro/nanomotors 
As it has been stated at the beginning of this review, the fi- 
al aim of these micro/nanomotors is realizing complex and au- 
onomous tasks at the micro/nanoscale. The main applications 
oreseen for these devices are related to the health and environ- 
ent sectors. For example, they are expected to have potential ap- 
licability in the biomedical field in cancer treatment (e.g. brain, 
ancreas), neurological diseases (e.g. Alzheimer, Parkinson), circu- 
atory system (e.g. plaque, coronary artery disease, heart disease), 
idney stones, dentistry (e.g. tooth repair) or targeted drug de- 
ivery [124–128] but also for environmental applications like wa- 
er remediation (e.g. degradation of organic pollutants, recovery 
f heavy metals), exploration of subterranean geophysical forma- 
ions or oil retrieval [129–131] . It implies that these machines must 
ove in complex media not only in the human body through fluids 
blood, saliva, urine- or tissues and organs -gastrointestinal tract, 
rain matter, kidney- but also in other environments like highly 
ontaminated water, soil or oil. Due to the difficulty of the micro- 
otors to be propelled in realistic biological environments, most 
f the papers published in this field have used typically Newto- 
ian fluids for their simplicity. However, several research groups 
ave been reported how this micromotors behave in different com- 
lex media like cells, blood or tissues. For example, Serrà et al. 
eported the electrochemical fabrication of Au/Ni(NiO) multiseg- 
ented nanowires [97] or Wang et al. reported the fabrication of 
u nanorods [132] . Both works internalized the nanomotors into 






















































































































eLa cancer cells and actuated them inside the cells by magnetic 
nd acoustic fields respectively, providing a new method to ma- 
ipulate cells at subcellular level. Other studies have reported the 
ctuation of micromotors at tissue level like the work of Xi et al. 
hat successfully internalized magnetic microdrillers prepared by 
olling up trapezoidal Ti/Cr/Fe membranes into a pig liver [133] or 
steban-Fernández de Ávila et al. that reported an effective in vivo 
rug delivery for the treatment on an stomach infection. They 
howed how a drug-loaded magnesium microswimmer was suc- 
essfully propelled in a mouse stomach enabling an effective de- 
ivery of the drug and leading to a significant reduction of the bac- 
erial infection [134] . 
However and before reaching real applications, other issues 
eed to be addressed like those related to the set-up for mi- 
romotors motion control in real scenarios but specially/and also 
he techniques used for tracking of these structures in the dif- 
erent media. Among the different engineering strategies devel- 
ped to facilitate micromotors motion control, magnetic steering 
as been the most developed and promising [107] . Although only 
 few in vivo examples have demonstrated its feasibility, recent ad- 
ances show that micromotors can be wirelessly controlled in the 
ody [123 , 135] . On the other hand, tracking the tiny structures is
nother important issue still unresolved although interesting ad- 
ances are being made. For example, strategies like magnetic reso- 
ance, optical or ultrasound imaging are being investigated. All of 
hem show advantages and disadvantages that makes them useful 
or certain applications. Recent studies on in vivo imaging demon- 
trate the potential of different strategies. 
Thus, further developments in actuation and imaging tech- 
ologies are essential to perform all the envisioned tasks of 
icromotors in a more specifically and safer manner in real 
cenarios. The authors refer readers to comprehensive reviews 
n swimming in complex media, control and tracking of mi- 
romotors [12 , 13 , 122 , 136] . Summarizing, there is an interrelation
etween propulsion mechanism-applications-materials-fabrication 
echnique-structure-properties. 
. Basics of electrochemical synthesis of 1D nanostructures 
Currently, the synthesis of micro/nanostructures is a fundamen- 
al topic in research on electrochemical deposition due to its po- 
ential application in biomedical, environmental, chemical, and, 
bove all, electronics applications [137–140] . Although the use of 
lectrochemical deposition was once limited to obtaining decora- 
ive metallic films or surfaces with improved resistance to corro- 
ion, its application in the past three decades has been greatly 
xtended into other fields. Because it allows users to control the 
omposition, properties, thickness and shape of materials, electro- 
hemical deposition now even competes with methods such as 
hysical vapor deposition [137–140] . Due to its simplicity (i.e. sim- 
le experimental set-up and non-vacuum conditions required), low 
ost, scalability and manufacturability, electrochemical deposition 
lso seems able to meet the financial, environmental and tempo- 
al restrictions imposed by society. Electrochemical deposition can 
nvolve various techniques (e.g. electrodeposition, electrophoretic 
eposition and electroless deposition) for depositing various com- 
inations of metals, alloys, semiconductors and polymers [137 , 139–
42] . 
.1. Electrodeposition 
Electrodeposition entails other processes such as electroform- 
ng, electrorefining, electrowinning, electroanalysis, electroplating, 
lectro-precipitation and electropolymerization. Electrodeposition 
s chiefly used to deposit metals and alloys, which involves re- 10 ucing metal ions from aqueous, organic, fused-salt or ionic liq- 
ids electrolytes [137 , 140 , 141 , 143] . The formula in Equation 1 rep-
esents the reduction of metal ions: 
 
n + 
( aq ) 
+ n e − → M ( s ) (1) 
In the process represented by the formula, n electrons are pro- 
ided by an external power supply. Electrodeposition is a com- 
lex, heterogeneous process that occurs in the region of electrode–
olution interface, in which metal ions present in a solution are 
educed to coat a conductive or semiconductive substrate with the 
pplication of an external electric field. To control the structure 
nd properties of deposited materials, especially at the nanomet- 
ic level, is essential to understand the metal–solution interface as 
he locus of deposition, along with the kinetics and mechanisms of 
he process as well as the nucleation and growth processes of the 
etal lattice, M(s) [137 , 140 , 143] . 
The simplest version of electrodeposition requires three ele- 
ents: an electrochemical bath containing the metallic ions to be 
lectrodeposited and other additives, electrodes (i.e., cathodes and 
nodes) and a system that provides a difference of potential or cur- 
ent, either constant or variable that should allow the control of 
he magnitude applied [137] . Reduction occurs at the cathode or, in 
 three-electrode system, at the working electrode, which could be 
 conductive or semiconductive material; by contrast, oxidation oc- 
urs at the anode or, in a three-electrode system, at the counter or 
uxiliary electrode. Cathodic deposition is the more popular pro- 
ess, primarily because many metal ions are positive, whereas an- 
dic deposition is less often used, because it generally offers low 
dhesion and lacks stoichiometry [137 , 140] . 
In the last three decades, the electrodeposition of semiconduc- 
ors such as ZnO or MnO 2 and polymeric coatings has also be- 
ome relevant, especially for synthesizing complex 1D micro- and 
anostructures for biomedical, energy and environmental applica- 
ions. Such processes are also referred to as electrodeposition, be- 
ause the amount of deposited material can be controlled via the 
harge applied through the electrodes [144] . In the case of semi- 
onductors, electrodeposition processes are based on the electro- 
recipitation of metallic ions due to the formation of hydroxyl ions 
r highly reactive radicals—for example, the superoxide ion O 2 −˙—
n the cathode. In the case of polymers, the formation of highly 
eactive radicals or the oxidation of monomers induces polymer- 
zation, which causes the deposition of the polymeric coating on 
he surface electrode [144 , 145] . 
Unlike other techniques for micro/nano-motors fabrication, 
lectrodeposition has proven to be a versatile method that al- 
ows the fabrication of shape-controlled micro- and nanomate- 
ials for use as micro- and nanomotors ( Fig. 8 ). More specifi- 
ally, electrodeposition facilitates the fabrication of such materi- 
ls by using hard templates that allow the creation of exact neg- 
tive replicas of the templates used. Since the introduction of 
uch shape-controlled electrodeposition, different types of tem- 
lates have been created, both related and unrelated to the poly- 
arbonate or alumina membranes, that allow the electrosynthesis 
f nanowires of metals, semiconductors and polymers with dif- 
erent dimensions, nanotubes, micro-helices, interconnected net- 
orks of nanostructured nanomaterials such as nanocones and 
ther incredible shapes. By extension, hard-template electrodepo- 
ition can be combined with soft-template systems, soft lithogra- 
hy and colloidal lithography, among others, that permit the for- 
ation of complex, multicomponent architectures with different 
orphologies, properties and architectures [137 , 140 , 141 , 143 , 146] .
onsequently, new cooperative and synergetic means to synthesize 
anomaterials based on electrodeposition are possible in nanofab- 
ication. The electrodeposition of metals, alloys and oxides is the 
ost important and realistic process in terms of reproducibility, 
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Fig. 8. (A) Examples of different hard templates used for electrodepositing micro- and nanomotors. Adapted with permission from [147 , [148] . (B) Schematic representation 
of the electrophoretic deposition of nanowires. (C) FE-SEM micrographs of different polymeric or organic templates used for fabricating micro- and nanostructures via 























































implicity and scalability for the electrosynthesis of micro- and 
anomotors [140 , 141 , 143 , 146] . 
.2. Electrophoretic deposition 
Electrophoretic deposition is a multistep process based on the 
eposition of charged micro- or nanoparticles suspended in a liq- 
id on the surface of electrodes when a DC electric field is ap- 
lied. In that process, nanoparticles are moved and deposited on 
he electrode of the opposite charge under the application of DC 
elds [142 , 151 , 152] . The agglomeration of micro- or nanoparticles 
eeds to be subjected to an additional posterior process such as 
intering in order to improve their integrity and robusticity. In gen- 
ral, the use of electrophoretic deposition is restricted to ceramic 
nd polymeric nanoparticles, and it can be positive for fabricating 
omplex architectures, ranging from the micrometer to centime- 
er in scale ( Fig. 8 B). Although its use for fabricating micro- and
anomotors is severely restricted, it can be useful when combined 
ith other techniques in order to create more complex structures 
142 , 151 , 152] . 
.3. Electroless deposition 
Electroless deposition is an electrochemical deposition process 
n which a reducing agent dissolved in media provides the elec- 
rons, meaning that no external power is involved. The formula in 
quation 2 represents the process [153–156] : 
 
n + 
( aq ) 
+ Re d ( aq ) → M ( s ) + O x ( aq ) (2) 
In electroless deposition, the driving force behind the reduc- 
ion of metal ions and their deposition is provided by a chemical- 
educing agent in solution that delivers its electrons via a catalytic 
urface. In that autocatalytic process, the metal catalyzes its own 11 ubsequent deposition. Electroless deposits of Ni, Co, Sn, Rh, Ru, 
d, Pt, Cu, Au and Ag metals can be easily obtained; however, oth- 
rs are possible if co-deposited with Ni [150,156] . Not to be con- 
used with the galvanic displacement reaction, which does not re- 
uire a reducing agent in the electrochemical media, electroless 
eposition is applicable for the deposition of metals on irregu- 
arly shaped objects, holes, internal surfaces and non-conductive 
ubstrates, among others ( Fig. 8 C). As such, it is useful for syn- 
hesizing bio-hybrid micro- and nanomotors and for fabricating 
etallic core@shell micro-motors. The method can be also used to 
abricate multi-segmented micro- and nanomotors; however, com- 
ared with electrodeposition, it affords considerably limited con- 
rol [150,153,155,156] . 
. Electrochemical characterization of micro- and nanomotors 
Electrochemistry not only shows significant potential for syn- 
hesizing micro- and nanomotors but can also plays a considerable 
ole in characterizing those new materials. Indeed, electrochemi- 
al analysis is pivotal in fabricating and characterizing materials, 
ncluding micro- and nanomotors, such that separating their syn- 
hesis and characterization is often impractical. 
Because electrochemical characterization requires micro- and 
anomotors to make contact with a conductive or semiconductive 
urface, electrochemical techniques of characterization developed 
or bulk materials take advantage of their large surface areas rela- 
ive to their mass, which increases their contact with surrounding 
aterials and/or media. Nevertheless, the process requires sensitiv- 
ty and selectivity as well as accuracy. Although all electrochemical 
echniques for characterizing micro- and nanomotors share several 
eatures, no single technique is superior, for they each depend on 
ultiple factors that require rational consideration in relation to 
he material and application. Even so, the most popular are cyclic 











































oltammetry and electrochemical impedance spectroscopy [157–
60] . Among their downsides, electrochemical techniques cannot 
ffer information about an individual micro- or nanomotor. For 
hat task, single-particle techniques can be used to isolate individ- 
al entities and identify their particular data, namely by signifi- 
antly raising the number of measurements in order to statically 
onfirm the response of a specific entity [158 , 160] . Electrochemi- 
al methods are very useful for characterizing micro/nanomotors; 
owever, they must be coupled with optical and other methods for 
 holistic characterization of the system. 
In what follows, common electrochemical techniques used for 
haracterizing micro- and nanomotors are briefly discussed. 
• Potentiometry: Potentiometric techniques allow measuring the 
potential of electrochemical cells under static conditions. To 
characterize nanomaterials, such techniques involve using vari- 
ous ion-selective electrodes to selectively convert the activity of 
a specific ion dissolved in solution into electrical potential. Ac- 
cording to the Nernst equation, voltage depends upon the loga- 
rithm of ionic activity. Potentiometric techniques are especially 
useful for detecting and quantifying specific entities involved in 
corroding micro- and nanomotors, and scanning electrochemi- 
cal microscopy in particular has been used to study such cor- 
rosion at the local level [157] . Potentiometric techniques also 
allow analyzing the chemical stability and surface properties of 
micro- and nanomotors, as well as their interaction with sur- 
rounding materials and/or media [158 , 160] . 
• Voltammetry: Voltammetric methods, including linear sweep 
voltammetry, cyclic voltammetry, polarography, and stripping 
voltammetry, are possibly the most important in electrochemi- 
cal characterization and are widely used to quantitatively char- 
acterize inorganic and organic substances. In such methods, 
a controlled time-dependent potential is applied to a work- 
ing electrode in an electrochemical cell and the resulting cur- 
rent measured. The time-dependent potential applied induces 
changes in the concentration of electroactive species on the 
electrode’s surface due to their oxidation or reduction [159] . 
For example, differential pulse voltammetry (DPV) on a dispos- 
able screen-printed electrode was used to directly monitor the 
degradation of non-electroactive diphenyl phthalate into phe- 
nol in food and biological samples and to evaluate the degrada- 
tion efficiency of Mg–Au Janus micromotors ( Fig. 9 A) [161] . As 
such research demonstrates, voltammetric methods are power- 
ful electroanalytical techniques frequently used to monitor and 
analyze the efficiency of micro- and nanomotors for specific ap- 
plications. 
In the characterization of micro- and nanomotors, voltammet- 
ic techniques are especially useful in fundamental studies on ox- 
dation and reduction processes in various media, adsorption pro- 
esses on micro- and nanomotor surfaces, electron transfer and re- 
ction mechanisms, and the kinetics of electron transfer processes. 
hey can also be used to determine the effective surface area 
nd chemical stability of nanomaterials, as well as their transport, 
hemical, speciation, and thermodynamic properties [158 , 160 , 162] . 
n the context of multicomponent or Janus micro- and nanomotors, 
he Tafel extrapolation of polarization curves has demonstrated ex- 
ellence in determining the corrosion current density and, in turn, 
he corrosion rate. The approach is exceptionally useful for clari- 
ying the mechanism of motility and the effect of external stim- 
li (e.g., light and ultrasound) and/or fuels (e.g., H 2 O 2 ) on the 
echanism of propulsion. The method requires the presence of 
 liner or Tafel section in the E versus log I curve. For bimetallic
anowires using H 2 O 2 as fuel, all of which are based on the self-
lectrophoretic or bipolar electrochemical mechanism, it has been 
emonstrated that the speed is proportional to the mixed potential 
ifference of the fuel at the corresponding metal segment [18] . As 12 hown in Fig. 9 B, the Tafel plots of Au, Pt, and Pt–CNT electrodes
n a 5% wt. H 2 O 2 solution revealed that the mixed potential of Au–
t–CNT (i.e., ∼72 mV) was significantly higher than Au–Pt (i.e., ∼19 
V). That difference determined the strength of the locally gener- 
ted electric field and the rate of electron transfer, which conse- 
uently determined the speed of the micromotors. Therefore, the 
ncorporation of CNT into Pt segments has been shown to accel- 
rate the propulsion of Au–Pt micromotors. Beyond that, the Tafel 
lots of anodic and cathodic H 2 O 2 reactions or other fuels (e.g., 
lucose) allow predicting the direction of the motion of bimetallic 
icro- and nanomotors and facilitate the design of more versatile 
icro- and nanomotors [18 , 102 , 163] . 
• Cyclic voltammetry : In cyclic voltammetry, the current is reg- 
istered by sweeping the potential back and forth between the 
chosen limits until the desired potential is reached, at which 
point the working electrode’s potential drops in the oppo- 
site direction to return to the initial value. That cycle is usu- 
ally repeated as many times as necessary. Cyclic voltammetry 
is extensively used in characterizing nanomaterials, especially 
their mechanisms and surface properties (e.g., effective sur- 
face area, reactivity, and stability, proper functionalization with 
(bio)molecules,…) [158 , 160 , 162 , 164] . Despite the multitude of 
applications for CV in the material characterization and evalua- 
tion of micro- and nanomotors regarding their efficiency in spe- 
cific applications, evaluating processes of their surface modifi- 
cation and determining their electrochemical active surface ar- 
eas (ECSA) are especially important tasks. As shown in Fig. 9 C, 
electrochemical probes, including Fe(II)–Fe(III) voltammetric re- 
sponses, are frequently used to evaluate the functionalization 
of micro- and nanomotor surfaces. Reducing such voltammetric 
responses is directly related to the accessible and active sur- 
face area and, in turn, allow detecting the surface’s function- 
alization. Faradaic Fe(II)–Fe(III) processes are usually not com- 
pletely obstructed, because the presence of organic molecules 
linked to the surface of micro- or nanomotors hinders but does 
not usually entirely block the mass transport of the Fe(II)–Fe(III) 
redox species. However, testing and, in some cases, quantifying 
the functionalization and coverage of the micro- or nanomo- 
tor’s surface can be done efficiently [9,97] . On top of that, var- 
ious CV-based approaches have been comprehensively exam- 
ined to determine the ECSAs of various nanomaterials, includ- 
ing metallic micro- and nanomotors. The most widely used ap- 
proach is hydrogen underpotential deposition (HUPD) on no- 
ble metals such as Pt, which involves using the hydrogen des- 
orption charge from the CV to calculate ECSA values. Another 
well-established method is CO stripping, which involves using 
the charge associated with the oxidation of the previously ad- 
sorbed CO on the surface of micro- or nanomotors to determine 
ECSA values. For micro- and nanomotor-based materials that do 
not allow measuring HUPD (e.g., Au or Pd), ECSA values can be 
easily determined by using the charge associated with the re- 
duction of the surface oxide. As shown in Fig. 9 D, the micro- 
and nanomotors’ surface was first oxidized by a potential sweep 
to yield an oxygen monolayer. In a subsequent cathodic sweep, 
the charge needed to reduce the oxide layer was integrated and 
used to determine ECSA values [9,165] . 
• Polarography : In polarography, a type of voltammetry, a drop- 
ping mercury electrode or static mercury drop electrode func- 
tions as a working electrode to offer a wide range of ca- 
thodic potential and a renewable surface. Polarographic tech- 
niques afford high accuracy and reproducibility, both of which 
are critical to characterizing nanomaterials, and are widely used 
for analytical purposes (e.g., determining numerous reducible 
species). [158 , 160] . 
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Fig. 9. (A) Schematic representation of Mg–Au Janus micromotor for the simultaneous degradation and detection of non-electroactive diphenyl phthalate into phenol. The 
differential pulse voltammetry signals of samples in the presence and absence of the Mg–Au Janus micromotor confirmed the degradation of diphenyl phthalate into phenol. 
Reproduced with permission from ref. [161] . Copyright 2016, American Chemical Society. (B) Tafel plots of Au, Pt, and Pt–CNT electrodes in a 5% wt. H 2 O 2 solution. Differences 
in the mixed potentials are also indicated as E . Reproduced with permission from ref. [101] . Copyright 2016, American Chemical Society. (C) Cyclic voltammograms of the 
Fe(II)–Fe(III) system in a KNO 3 0.2 M + K 4 [Fe(CN) 6 ] 2 ×10 −3 M + K 3 [Fe(CN) 6 ] 2 ×10 −3 M solution of compact and mesoporous CoNi@Au nanomotors before (continuous line) 
and after (dashed line) their functionalization with thiol-poly(ethylene glycol). Reproduced with permission from ref. [9] . Copyright 2016, Wiley. (D) Cyclic voltammograms 
of (i) nonporous and (ii) porous nanowires in H 2 SO 4 0.1 M solution using a scan rate of 50 mV s 

























• Electrochemical impedance spectroscopy : A multifrequency 
AC electroanalytical method, electrochemical impedance spec- 
troscopy measures the impedance of the electrode–solution in- 
terface over a wide range of frequencies, thereby allowing the 
determination of the polarization resistance (i.e., in the low- 
frequency region), the solution resistance (i.e., in the high- 
frequency region), and the capacitance of the double layer. Ex- 
tremely useful for evaluating the electron-transfer properties 
of nanomaterials and understanding their chemical transforma- 
tions, the method is often used to characterize nanomaterials, 
analyze their mechanistic and kinetic information, and study 
the corrosion, conductivity, semiconducting properties, chemi- 
cal stability, and catalytic performance of micro- and nanomo- 
tors [158 , 160 , 162] . 
• Zeta potential: The zeta potential is the electric potential in the 
interfacial double layer of a dispersed entity (e.g., nanomaterial, 
micromaterial or droplets) versus a point of the mobile disper- 
sion medium. It is a measure of the effective electric charge on 
the nanomaterial or micromaterial surface. The zeta potential 
is normally quantified by measuring the electrophoretic mobil- 
ity of dispersed entities. The speed of entities in dispersed me- 
dia is proportional to the field strength and their zeta poten- 
tial. Therefore, entities (i.e., micro/nanomotors) that have a zeta 
potential will migrate toward an electrode if a field is applied. 
Zeta potential measurements are extremely useful [166–168] to 
characterize the electrophoretic mobility and surface charge of 
micro/nanomotors. s
13 . Applications 
.1. Biomedical applications 
In recent years, researchers seeking to advance mi- 
ro/nanomotors manufactured with electrochemical methods 
or use in biomedical applications have focused on integrat- 
ng several functions as a means to fabricate truly multifunctional 
latforms. In the process, they initially prioritized the development 
f self-propelled machines based on the catalytic decomposition 
f various fuels, especially hydrogen peroxide, which generates 
xygen bubbles that subsequently propel the motors [88 , 143 , 169–
71] . One of the most popular mechanisms of propulsion to date is 
ased on the catalytic decomposition of hydrogen peroxide using 
t-based micro/nanomotors. In the same early studies, researchers 
lso focused on the effects of temperature, fuel concentration, mi- 
ro/nanomotor shape and the composition of biological media with 
ifferent degrees of ionic strength. In this sense, hard-template 
lectrodeposition offers a powerful, inexpensive, reproducible tech- 
ology for the mass synthetic production of nanowires, nanorods 
nd tubular micro/nanomotors as well as helical, conical and other 
omplex micromotors [25 , 88 , 100 , 143 , 172–175] . 
In the past decade, rigid single-component (e.g. Ni, Pt, Au, 
e and FePt) and multicomponent, multisegmented (e.g. Au–Pt, 
i–Pt and Cu–Pt) core@shell (e.g. Ni@Au and Fe@Au) and bio- 
ybrid (e.g. Au–Ni–yeast) nanowires and nanorods have been elec- 
rosynthesized using various types of hard-template electrodepo- 
ition [96 , 97 , 137] . To promote the biocompatibility of nanowires 

































































































































nd nanorods, posterior thermal treatment or a galvanic displace- 
ent reaction can be used to fabricate core@shell nanowires and 
anorods. At the same time, surface functionalization can be used 
o promote their biocompatibility as well as reduce their agglom- 
ration. Although asymmetry due to shape, structural imperfec- 
ions or chemical composition along the nanowires and nanorods 
s pivotal for catalytic self-propulsion, the electrokinetic mecha- 
ism of the self-electrophoresis of the motion of nanowires, par- 
icularly multisegmented ones, in biological media or high-strength 
nvironments decreases their locomotion. Nanowires and nanorods 
lso exhibit motion powered by ultrasound, electric, magnetic or 
coustic fields, and in general, they are formed by rigid struc- 
ures in contrast to biological systems. In order to mimic biolog- 
cal systems, especially to improve the locomotive mechanism of 
anowires and nanorods, the synthesis of flexible, bi-segmented 
anowires has been also investigated. Some flexible segmented 
anowires containing joints of silver, gold or polymers can be ob- 
ained after the release of nanowire and nanorods by selective 
tching, with the replacement of sacrificial segments or by linking 
arious nanowires using polymers [88 , 96 , 97 , 137 , 176] . 
Concentric mono- or bimetallic microtubes, also known as 
icro-jets, nano-jets or tubular micro-engines , based especially on 
t, facilitate the possibility of incorporating an inner catalytic 
urface for the decomposition of fuel and an external surface 
or further functionalization [143 , 172 , 173] . Therein, the mecha- 
ism of propulsion is similar to that of macroscopic jet en- 
ines. Conical, columnar or bi-conical microtubes, among ones 
ith other shapes, can easily be synthesized by shape-controlled 
lectrodeposition using anodic aluminum oxide or polymer tem- 
lates, particularly cyclopore polycarbonate. Electrodeposition cir- 
umvents the more complex original pathway—that is, with rolled- 
p technology—based on the deposition of nanometer-thin layers 
hat are ultimately rolled into tubular shapes [25 , 169 , 177–179] . In
eneral, micro- and nano-jets are faster, minimize the concentra- 
ion of hydrogen peroxide and afford a greater towing ability than 
anowires and nanorods. In the past decade, the electrosynthesis 
f mono- and bimetallic concentric (e.g. Pt, Cu/Pt, Au/Pt), concen- 
ric metallic–polymeric (e.g. Pt/PANI, PEDOT–COOH–PEDOT/Ni/Pt) 
nd bi-segmented (e.g. Au-Pt) or multisegmented (e.g. Au-Pt-Au) 
icrotubes has been investigated [174] . In general, such effort s 
ave focused on Pt-based micro-jets in order to understand and 
ontrol the mechanism of self-propulsion using hydrogen perox- 
de, sometimes combined with an external stimulus (e.g. magnetic 
elds), and the effect of ionic strength and their locomotion in 
ore complex media. Several researchers have also analyzed the 
unctionalization, biocompatibility, internalization or cargo capabil- 
ties of drugs. However, using hydrogen peroxide as a fuel, even 
t very low concentrations, requires the use of Pt due to its su- 
erior catalytic efficiency compared to other materials that offer 
enerally slow speeds, require high concentrations of chemical fu- 
ls and consequently demonstrate low potential for use in real 
iomedical applications [147 , 180–183] . During recent years, tubu- 
ar, Pt-based (e.g. MoS 2 /Pt) and Pt-free (e.g. Zn, PEDOT/MnO 2 and 
oS 2 /Au), self-propelled micromotors have been developed in or- 
er to minimize the fuel concentration and improve their biocom- 
atibility, loading capacity and drug-delivery properties, among 
ther features. In the process, their multiple functions for poten- 
ial use in biomedical applications has been highlighted. Using Pt- 
ree micromotors, however, can provide alternatives to hydrogen 
eroxide fuels, as exemplified by PANI/Zn microtubes that use acid 
s a fuel. In addition, the co-deposition of nanoparticles, whether 
agnetic or non-magnetic, as well as nanotubes and other nanos- 
ructures (e.g. SiO 2 NPs, Au NPs, Pt NPs, Fe 3 O 4 NPs, carbon nan- 
tubes, graphene quantum dots and polymeric NPs) during elec- 
rodeposition to create composite tubular micromotors (e.g. Zn- 
iO 2 NPs, PEDOT/Pt NPs@CNT-PPy, reduced graphene oxide/Pt, re- 14 uced graphene oxide/Au, zirconia-graphene/Pt and graphene@Ag- 
nO 2 ) has been revealed as an excellent strategy to tune the lo- 
omotive mechanism and improve their multifunctional properties 
147 , 179–188] . More recently, researchers have devoted extraordi- 
ary efforts to develop multilayer tubular micromotors in order to 
ncorporate an internal magnetic layer that can help to control the 
agnetic motion and external photocatalytic and electrocatalytic 
unctional layers (e.g. Pt/Ni/WS 2 and Pt/Ni/Bi), all as a means to 
reate more competitive multifunctional platforms [184] . For ex- 
mple, PPy-COOH/PPy/Ni/Pt tubular micromotors have been shown 
o be effective platforms for extracting nucleic acids [189] ; Pt/Ni/Bi 
icrotubes exhibit high heavy metal/DOX loading, a controllable 
elease mechanism and excellent locomotion control [188] ; and 
EDOT/PtNPs@CNT-PPy micromotors can capture and destroy an- 
hrax simulant spores [179] . Nevertheless, additional studies on the 
iocompatibility, stability and locomotion in real environments are 
reatly needed. 
Helical micro/nanomotors, especially magnetic micro-helices, 
eem extremely promising for diverse in vivo applications, largely 
ue to their locomotion performance. Helical nanomotors can 
e easily fabricated using the hard-template electrodeposition of 
u/Pd in aluminum oxide or polymeric templates followed by the 
elective etching of Cu, which can prompt the formation of Pd 
ano-helices with tunable lengths and diameters. Any Pd nano- 
elix can be covered with other metals or alloys by using elec- 
roless deposition [54 , 190] . Such a process allows the fabrication 
f hybrid nanomotors based on the connection of nanorod or 
anowire segments with nano-helical segments that, by mimick- 
ng bacterial flagella, allow the fabrication of hybrid structures able 
o be displaced and controlled by means of magnetic or acous- 
ic fields, if not both, without chemical fuels [61] . Beyond that, a 
icro-helix or more complex microstructures can be easily elec- 
rodeposited inside a photoresist template patterned by 3D laser 
ithography. Using 3D patterns for hybrid artificial bacterial flag- 
lla of CoNi-PPy or CoPt has been successful in electrodeposition 
nd 3D laser lithography has allowed the electrosynthesis of mul- 
iple shapes [47 , 191 , 192] . However, additional studies are required 
o determine their potential for use in biomedical applications. 
Electrochemical methods, especially electroless deposition, can 
lso be easily combined with bio-templating and soft-template 
pproaches to fabricate hybrid micro- or nanomotors. For exam- 
le, magnetic CoNiReP helical structures have been synthesized 
y means of electroless deposition using lipids (i.e. helical liposo- 
al microstructures). However, that strategy is more important for 
ther possible applications, including environmental ones, than for 
iomedicine [193] . 
The emerging technology of micro/nanomotors offers enhanced 
pportunities to empower various biomedical applications, in- 
luding disease diagnosis, targeted drug delivery, (bio-)sensing 
nd noninvasive microsurgery, especially for the prevention and 
reatment of chronic diseases such cancer, due to their au- 
onomous propulsion and integrated versatile functions. In that 
ight, artificial micro/nanomotors should satisfy certain prerequi- 
ites for real in vivo biomedical applications, including biocom- 
atibility or biodegradability, if not both, and precise real-time 
ontrol of micro/nanomotor dynamics (i.e. spatiotemporal resolu- 
ion at the whole-body scale). The driving force to control the 
icro/nanomotor movement could be given by external stimuli 
uch as magnetic, electric, ultrasound, light irradiation or sensing 
n situ gradients such as pH, temperature or chemical composi- 
ion (i.e., chemical fuels), ideally available in biological fluids. An- 
ther prerequisite is high cargo-loading capabilities and controlled 
rug release, especially for targeted drug delivery applications. Cur- 
ent artificial micro/nanomotors synthesized using electrochemical 
eposition (e.g. electrodeposition, electrophoretic deposition and 
lectroless deposition) tested for biomedical applications consist 































































































































f single- or multicomponent micro/nanostructures with different 
hapes and architectures as well as based on magnetic materials, 
lloys, noble metals, semiconductors or conductive polymers. Elec- 
rodeposited materials can be easily integrated into microorgan- 
sms, or else several metals can be directly grown on microorgan- 
sms by using electroless deposition, to induce the formation of 
io-hybrid micro/nanomotors. 
.2. Environmental applications 
The second major potential application of micro and nanomo- 
ors is in the environmental field. Micro and nanomotors show 
ome advantages – continuous motion, force, high surface area, 
unctionality- that are making them very promising to fight against 
he environmental pollution associated to the increasing anthro- 
ogenic/human activities and causing non-negligible issues all over 
he world. The micromotors have found interest not only in ad- 
orption and/or degradation of chemical pollutants and pathogenic 
icroorganisms (bacteria) but also in environmental sensing and 
onitoring. Electrochemistry has played a fundamental role in the 
abrication of micromotors for the already mentioned tasks as 
t will be detailed below. One important issue that the authors 
ould like to highlight and in line with what stated before is that 
anomotors must be designed keeping in mind the targeted pol- 
utant and the mode of propulsion. The former aspects will define 
ot only the kind of functional materials to be used but also the 
hape of the micromotors. 
Two different strategies have been followed for water decon- 
amination. The first one consists on the adsorption of the pollu- 
ants onto the microswimmers. Meanwhile the second one is based 
n the catalytic degradation of the pollutant on the motor surface. 
he first reported micromotor on pollutant removal was done by 
he group of Prof. Wang ( Fig. 10 ) [194] . This group prepared a self-
ropelled Au/Ni/PEDOT/PT multilayered tubular micromotor pre- 
ared by template-assisted electrodeposition using a polycarbon- 
te membrane. Once released from the membrane, the microrobots 
ere further modified with long-chain self-assembled alkanethiol 
onolayers (SAM) conferring high hydrophobicity to the outer gold 
ayer. While the SAM monolayer allowed the interaction with the 
il droplets and therefore their collection and removal from wa- 
er, the inner Pt layer catalytically decomposed the chemical fuel 
H 2 O 2 ) into oxygen bubbles creating the propulsion forces needed 
o move them. Other electrodeposited micromotors exploiting the 
trategy of removal of pollutants have been developed by Pumera’s 
roup using DNA-functionalized Au/Pt microtubes. First, Au/Pt mi- 
rotubes were fabricated again by template-assisted electrodeposi- 
ion. After that, DNA was anchored onto the outer gold layer as it 
as high adsorption capability for the toxic Hg(II) ions due to the 
igh specificity and strong binding of Hg(II) toward the T-T mis- 
atched pairs in DNA [195] . Or the group of Prof. Sánchez who de-
eloped graphene oxide/Ni/Pt tubular microrobots for the removal 
f toxic heavy metals like lead [196] . Each material provided with 
 different functionality: While graphene oxide is responsible for 
ead capture, nickel layer confers external magnetic control and Pt 
s the engine decomposing H 2 O 2 fuel into O 2 for self-propulsion. 
he authors demonstrated a higher efficiency removal of lead com- 
ared to nonmotile swimmers. A very important aspect is that 
hese structures can be regenerated to reuse them. Many other de- 
elopments have been successful to recover other chemical pollu- 
ants apart from heavy metals and oil from contaminated water. 
or example, Virendra et al. fabricated multi-layered self-propelled 
rO 2 /Graphene oxide/Pt conical microtube for the selective cap- 
ure of nerve agents [181] . These micromotors were synthesized 
y template electrochemical method in a two-step process. First, 
irconia and graphene oxide were simultaneously deposited. The 
urface properties of graphene make it an excellent template for 15 he synthesis of high-surface area ZrO 2 nanostructures, which at 
he end is the responsible of the selective binding and recovery of 
rganophosphate compounds. After that, a Pt inner layer was elec- 
rodeposited to get self-propelled swimmers using H 2 O 2 as fuel. 
he properties of graphene also allow obtaining a highly porous 
t layer favoring high micromotor’ speeds. These structures have 
een successful in removing different nerve agents like methyl- 
aroxon, ethylparoxon or bis-4-paraphenol. Finally, they have also 
emonstrated that the micromotors can be regenerated and the 
erve agents recovered by alkali treatment, making the whole pro- 
ess more economically viable. Or Uygun et al. prepared COOH- 
Py:PEDOT/Pt tubular micromotors functionalized with carbonic 
nhydrase (CA), a zinc metalloenzyme that catalyzes the hydra- 
ion of CO 2 to bicarbonate and further mineralized to CaCO 3 [197] . 
he micromotors are self-propelled due to the presence of Pt in- 
er layer and H 2 O 2 fuel. This study shows how these micromotors 
an sequestrate CO 2 in an efficient and rapid manner. The continu- 
us motion of the CA-functionalized structures accelerates the bio- 
atalytic activity of the enzyme because the enhanced fluid trans- 
ort and therefore diffusion. Thus, functionalized micro/nanotubes 
an rapidly adsorb and collect toxic chemicals (heavy metals, oil, 
O 2 ,…) while moving in solution, making it a promising method- 
logy to decontaminate water. 
The second strategy also widely investigated is the degrada- 
ion of pollutants employing advanced oxidation processes able 
o remove either organic or inorganic pollutants using oxidants 
ike hydroxyl radicals, hydrogen peroxide or ozone and/or UV-light 
o catalyze the reactions. One of the first works was done by 
rozco et al. who reported the electrodeposition of PEDOT/Fe mi- 
rotubular motors for the detoxification of chemical warfare agents 
ike organophosphorus nerve agents [198] . The micromotors were 
laced in a solution containing the nerve agent as well as hydro- 
en peroxide (it was added with a dual role: oxidation agent and 
icromotor’s fuel), NaHCO 3 or NaOH (as peroxide (OOH 
−) activa- 
or) and the surfactant sodium cholate (to improve bubble forma- 
ion). The authors observed that the in situ generation of OOH −
ucleophiles under the presence of the micromotors favored the 
xidation of the organophosphate agent into p -nitrophenol un- 
er quiescent conditions and with a high yield. They attributed 
uch good decontamination results to the enhanced convection and 
ass transport induced by the motion of the micromotors. Later, 
arcia-Torres et al. make use of the catalytic properties of the outer 
t shell in mesoporous CoNi@Pt rods to enhance the oxidation of 
zo dyes by sodium borohydride (NaBH 4 ) ( Fig. 10 ). They prepared 
he mesoporous nanorods by using a double template: a hard tem- 
late to confer the cylindrical shape and then a soft template to 
reate the mesoporosity. The high mesoporosity obtained was cru- 
ial to have a high surface area and therefore a big enhancement in 
he efficiency of oxidation, making the degradation faster. On the 
ther hand, they propelled the micromotors using a magnetic field 
ue to the CoNi core. This magnetic maneuverability allowed con- 
rolling the directionality of pollutants degradation. Moreover, they 
ere easily recovered and recycled due to their magnetic character 
199] . 
Photocatalytic micro/nanomotors have been also fabricated us- 
ng electrodeposition due to their promising applicability in wa- 
er remediation. The irradiation of a semiconductor generates 
lectron-hole pairs that in turn induces oxidation-reduction reac- 
ions. While the electrons react with the oxygen present to give 
uperoxide radicals and hydrogen peroxide, the holes interact with 
ater or OH − groups to generate hydroxyl radicals. All these highly 
eactive oxidants are responsible for the degradation of the pollu- 
ants. For example, Pané and collaborators developed new hybrid 
icromotors consisting on a magnetic CoNi segment and a photo- 
atalytic Bi 2 O 3 /BiOCl segment by a two-step electrodeposition pro- 
ess. They conferred different shapes to the micromotors -cylinders 
A. Serrà and J. García-Torres Applied Materials Today 22 (2021) 100939 
Fig. 10. (A) Schematic procedure for the synthesis of micromotors. First, a PEDOT/Pt bilaye microtube is electrochemically deposited followed by vapor deposition of Ni and 
Au layer. Finally, the outer rough Au layer was functionalized with a self-assembled alkanethiol monolayer for an effective interaction and capture of oil droplets. Reproduced 
with permission from refence [194] . Copyright 2012, American Chemical Society. (B) SEM and EDX images of mesoporous CoNi@Pt core-shell nanorods. The Pt shell catalyzes 
the degradation reaction and the CoNi core allows magnetic control of the degradation path. Reproduced with permission from refence [199] . Copyright 2017, American 
Chemical Society. (C) Scheme for the fabrication of CoNi-Bi 2 O 3 /BiOCl bisegmented nanorods and nanohelices for photocatalytic remediation of contaminated water and 
with magnetic control. Reproduced with permission from refence [200] . Copyright 2015, Royal Society of Chemistry. (D) Lysozyme-modified Au nanorods propelled through 
acoustic waves for bacteria killing. The efficiency depends on the time and amplitude of ultrasounds treatment and the amount of nanomotors. Reproduced with permission 
of refence [165] . Copyright 2015, American Chemical Society. (E) (I) PEDOT/Au microcones functionalized with catalase for the biocatalytic propulsion of the micromotor and 
use for water quality testing based on changes in the motion characteristics under the presence of pollutants. The graph and the images show changes in the swimming 
behavior upon exposure to different pollutants (Hg, Cu, sodium azide and aminotrizole). Reproduces with permission from refence [204] . Copyright 2012, American Chemical 
Society. (II) Synthesis scheme, SEM and EDX images of a reduced graphene oxide (rGO)/platinum micromotor modified with an aptamer tagged with a dye for the fluorescent 
detection of ricin B toxin. Graphs showing the fluorescence recovery due to the binging of the ricin to the aptamer as a function of incubation time and H 2 O 2 concentration. 


























nd helices- using membranes obtained by 3D photolithography. 
he CoNi segments allowed magnetic control of the micromotors 
nd easy recovery after treatment for reuse. Meanwhile, the UV- 
ight irradiation of the photocatalytic Bi 2 O 3 /BiOCl segment induced 
he oxidation of rhodamine blue (RhB) with a 90% efficiency and 
ithin 6h [200] . The same group has also reported the electro- 
hemical synthesis of coaxial TiO 2 -PtPd-Ni tubular structures for 
he photocatalytic purification of contaminated water using an- 
dized aluminum oxide (AAO) membranes. During the synthesis, a 
hermal treatment was required to obtain the TiO 2 layer. The coax- 
al nanotubes were able to degrade 100% of dyes (Rhodamine Blue, 
ethyl orange and methylene blue) in just 30 min under sunlight 
201] . 16 On the other hand, these tiny nanostructures have also 
een employed to kill pathogenic microorganism that can be 
ound in contaminated waters. Thus, some functionalized mi- 
roswimmers have been successfully proved to kill microbial 
athogens. Fig. 10 illustrates porous Au nanowires functionalized 
ith lysozyme, an antibacterial agent. The porous nanowires have 
een prepared by electrodeposition using AAO membrane as a 
emplate. An Au-Ag allow was electroplated inside the pores of the 
embrane followed by dealloying silver using a 35% HNO 3 solution 
o confer the porosity. The mechanism of action of the enzyme is 
ased on the cleavage of the glycosidic bonds of the peptidoglycans 
resent in the bacteria cell walls. This enzyme has been studied 
lone as an antibacterial agent or encapsulated into different solid 































































































































aterials like capsules or polymers to increase the enzyme’s sta- 
ility and reusability. But the limitation of this strategy is the ac- 
umulation of the dead bacteria onto the surface of the composites 
indering the efficiency of the enzyme. This limitation is overcome 
y the ultrasound propulsion of the lysozyme-loaded nanomotors 
ffering an efficient and fast destruction of different types of bacte- 
ia like gram-positive Micrococcus lysodeikticus and Gram-negative 
scherichia coli . The motion of the swimmers impacts on their per- 
ormance as the fluid mixing not only favors the enzyme-bacteria 
nteraction but also avoids accumulation of the death bacteria onto 
heir surface. These advantages lead a 30-fold increase in bacteria 
estruction efficiency compared to the static nanomotors. More- 
ver, the high porosity of the gold segment also impacts on the 
fficiency as a higher amount of lysozyme can be loaded into the 
icromotors [165] . Or Orozco et al. prepared multi-layered micro- 
ubes comprising an outer layer of PPy and PEDOT, an intermediate 
agnetic Ni layer and an inner catalytic Pt layer. These micromo- 
ors were prepared by a three-step electrodeposition process using 
olycarbonate membrane as a template. After their release from 
he membrane, the outer layer was further functionalized with the 
acillus globilli antibody to recognize and trap innocuous Bacillus 
lobigii spores used to simulate the dangerous anthracis spores. On 
he other hand, the Ni layer served for magnetic guidance and the 
t layer to decompose H 2 O 2 and promote self-propulsion. More- 
ver, H 2 O 2 also was used as antimicrobial agent to degrade the 
ells. Thus, the mixture of the micromotors and the antibacterial 
gent led to an increase in the number of damaged cells. Such in- 
rease was not detected without micromotors [179] . 
Finally, micromotors have been also developed to display other 
unctionalities like sensing and monitoring, which are essential 
asks for water remediation. Different types of electrodeposited 
icro/nanomotors have been fabricated to up to day to sense a 
ide variety of pollutants like heavy metal ions, organic molecules 
nd pathogenic bacteria. Moreover, different strategies have been 
tudied to sense such variety of chemicals all attributed to the 
resence of the analyte: (i) changes in the micromotor’s swim- 
ing behavior (e.g. speed, movement), (ii) changes in the fluo- 
escence or (iii) chemical reaction occurring on the micromotor’s 
urface. The group of Prof. Wang was the first reporting micro- 
otors able to sense metallic ions based on their motion. They 
eveloped Au-Pt bisegmented nanowires by electrodeposition able 
o correlate the micromotor speed with the concentration of sil- 
er ions (Ag(I)), the analyte, keeping the fuel (H 2 O 2 ) concentration 
onstant. The reduction of Ag(I) onto the micromotor improved 
ts catalytic performance and therefore increased its speed [202] . 
owever, the opposite can also occur since the presence of other 
etallic ions poisons the catalyst leading to a lower speed. For ex- 
mple, electrochemically synthesized Cu/Pt microtubes decreases 
heir velocity under the presence of Pb 2 + which was higher as the 
ons concentration increased up to a given concentration [203] . A 
imilar strategy consisted on attaching enzymes onto the micromo- 
or surface and the inhibition of the enzyme by the analyte/s re- 
uces the microswimmer velocity. For example, catalase-based PE- 
OT/Au tubular micromotors reduced their speed under the pres- 
nce of contaminants like Hg(II) or Cu(II). They inhibited the activ- 
ty of the enzyme -powering the microstructures by transforming 
 2 O 2 into O 2 and H 2 O- and therefore the swimming performance 
204] . Enzyme-based micromotors have also been developed for 
ensing organic molecules like the work of Singh et al. who devel- 
ped catalase-functionalized PEDOT/Au microtubes for the sensing 
f nerve agents vapor plumes. They observed a decrease in the mi- 
romotor speed due to the inhibition of the enzyme [205] . 
The second sensing strategy is based on the quenching of fluo- 
escence micromotors by some contaminants. For example, Beat- 
iz Jurado and coworkers fabricated tubular PEDOT/Pt micromo- 
ors by electrodeposition and further modified them first with 17 olystyrene sulfonate (PSS) and poly(diallyldimethylammonium 
hloride) (PDDA) and then with CdTe quantum dots. Mercury ions 
Hg 2 + ) adsorbed onto the QD’s causing the reduction in the flu- 
rescence emission. Moreover, this sensor allowed the discrimi- 
ation between Hg 2 + and other mercury species (e.g. CH 3 Hg + ) 
nd coexisting ions (e.g. Pb 2 + ) [206] . More recently, micromo- 
ors have been functionalized with selective molecules to confer 
pecificity towards a given analyte. For example, aptamers -single 
NA strands- have been attached to micromotors surface to rec- 
gnize and capture target molecules. Esteban-Fernández de Ávila 
t al. have fabricated micromotors based on reduced graphene- 
xide (rGO) and platinum for the detection of ricin. The micromo- 
or was modified with a ricin B aptamer tagged with a fluorescent 
ye to confer specificity towards ricin. The aptamers are stuck onto 
he carbon surface trough p-p interaction between carbon and nu- 
leotide bases of DNA. In this situation, the fluorescence of the dye 
s quenched. However, when ricin B is attached to the aptamer- 
ye conjugate fluorescence is restored. The fluorescence emission 
as highly enhanced when the micromotors were propelled in the 
olution indicating a better interaction between the toxin and the 
icropropellers. Moreover, they also reported the specific inter- 
ction between ricin and the micromotors under the presence of 
ther proteins or toxins as interferents ( Fig. 10 ) [207] . Similar re-
orted works used graphene/Pt or graphene/Ni/Pt microtubes func- 
ionalized with fluorescent-labelled aptamers for the detection of 
umonosin B1 and ochratoxin A, mycotoxins found in food samples 
208 , 209] . To summarize, it is evident that the field of micro and
anorobotics offers considerable promise for addressing growing 
hallenges not only in the biomedical field but also for environ- 
ental applications. The functionality and the size are attractive 
haracteristics for them to show high performance applications. 
. Conclusion and outlook 
Artificial micro- and nanomotors have emerged as a technology 
n demand to perform complex tasks at the nanoscale. Although 
he full applicability of artificial micro- and nanomotors remains 
ar from realized, several important achievements toward reaching 
hat goal have been made in the past 15 years. This progress re- 
ort provides an overview of general developments in the materi- 
ls and shapes of artificial micro- and nanomotors, techniques used 
n their fabrication, their surface functionalization, and the mecha- 
isms of their modification, propulsion, actuation, and navigation. 
eyond that, it reviews the outstanding merits of electrochemically 
anufactured artificial micro- and nanomotors in certain potential 
pplications, including ones in biomedicine and environmental re- 
ediation, which require controlling locomotion in complex envi- 
onments mimicking biological media or wastewater. 
Although techniques to effectively control their mechanisms of 
obility remain underdeveloped, impressive advances in both ex- 
ernally driven (e.g., light, ultrasound, magnetic, and electrical) and 
ueled artificial nano- and micromotors with a capacity for self- 
ropulsion have been made in recent years. Despite the impor- 
ance of those mechanisms, the nature and shape of micromo- 
ors essentially determines not only their properties and applica- 
ility but also which techniques may be used to fabricate them. 
or that reason, the manufacture of the devices also warrants con- 
ideration, because their application and universalization, despite 
he excellent properties that they may possess, lies in the cost of 
roduction, which is largely determined by the costs of the base 
aterials and their fabrication. In that sense, the relative simplic- 
ty and low cost of the equipment and manufacturing process, as 
ell as their potential scalability for industrial production, make 
lectrochemical deposition a valuable tool for the mass fabrication 
f artificial micro- and nanomotors. Electrochemical methods are 
lso positioned as powerful techniques not only for the fabrication 





















































































f microrobots but also for their characterization and even propul- 
ion. However, on both fronts, several challenges remain to be ad- 
ressed. Herein, we overview the potential use of electrochemistry 
o fabricate and characterize microrobots as well as the state of the 
rt of electrosynthesized micro- and nanomotors. 
The principal challenges of electrochemically engineering 
icro- and nanomotors to meet the exact needs of target appli- 
ations relate to the need to precisely control their shape, size, 
nd material composition. However, by capitalizing upon template- 
ssisted manufacturing, including methods of electrodeposition, 
he batch production of well-defined, multicompositional architec- 
ures can be achieved. Even then, the production of such structures 
equires robust knowledge about not only synthesis and manufac- 
uring but also about engineering, particularly to expand fabrica- 
ion processes to the industrial scale. Beyond that, several risks and 
bstacles associated with their production have been identified, in- 
luding the incompatibility of certain materials with the fabrica- 
ion sequence, suboptimal adhesion between components, and the 
omplexity of précising controlling the shape, size, and material 
omposition during upscaling. For one, even though electrochemi- 
al methods, especially cyclic voltammetry, can provide useful in- 
ormation about micro- and nanomotors, a facile, rapid, reliable, 
nd efficient method of characterizing them, if not nanomateri- 
ls in general, remains to be developed to optimize the fabrication 
rocess. For another, electrochemical techniques, though especially 
fficient in analyzing the electrical and chemical properties (e.g., 
omposition, surface chemistry, stability, and reactivity) of nano- 
aterials, need enhanced sensitivity, accuracy, and selectivity to 
mprove the design of micro- and nanomotors. 
While advances in electrochemical techniques of characteriza- 
ion stand to expand the applicability of nanomaterials once char- 
cterized, applications of micro- and nanomotors in biomedicine 
nd environmental remediation remain only in the proof-of- 
oncept stage. Gauging their potential impact, especially their ap- 
licability in biomedicine, requires understanding and, in turn, 
ontrolling their performance in complex, real-world environ- 
ents. Concerning biomedical applications in particular, both in 
itro and in vivo animal tests have demonstrated the promise of 
elf-propelled and externally driven micro- and nanomotors for 
se in novel nanomedical platforms. Moreover, for drug delivery 
latforms, micro- and nanomotors may also integrate high cargo- 
oading capabilities and controlled drug release. Despite such ad- 
ances, challenges remain in holistically meeting requirements for 
he biocompatibility, biodegradability, and precise, real-time con- 
rol of micro- and nanomotor dynamics in complex biological flu- 
ds. Innovations in forms of administration are also strongly en- 
ouraged, including ones that can take advantage of surface func- 
ionalization, which has been characterized as a powerful tool for 
uning and improving the navigation, penetration, retention, and 
ell manipulation of micro- and nanomotors. In short, although 
icro- and nanomotors are far from ready for clinical use, they 
ill enter into extended universal practice in the near future. 
In environmental applications, micro- and nanomotors have 
een hailed as excellent platforms for water toxicity screening and 
ccelerated remediation processes via the adsorption of heavy met- 
ls and/or organic pollutants, if not also the latter’s degradation 
nd/or mineralization. They can also play an important role in 
nhibiting bacterial growth or killing bacteria and other harmful 
icro-organisms, as well as can be especially useful in inaccessi- 
le environments. Nevertheless, their realistic applicability in en- 
ironmental remediation and pollutant monitoring requires con- 
rolling their locomotion in complex environmental media (e.g., 
astewater), improving their reusability and recyclability, and en- 
uring their biodegradability or at least easy recuperation, follow- 
ng their identification as a new pollutant in aquatic media, one 
emonstrating significant toxicity and other negative effects in re- 18 ation to aquatic biota. Added to that, upscaling the production of 
icro- and nanomotors requires a cost-effective means of fabricat- 
ng them or at least the possibility of monitoring and/or reme- 
iating large contaminated areas and large volumes of wastewa- 
er. Even confronted with those challenges, the use of micromo- 
ors in large-scale environmental applications is expected to be 
idespread in the not-so-distant future. 
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